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TEE NATIONAL DEMOCRACY.

The Convention of the National Democracy, Wednesday, held

at Tremont Temple, must have astonished such as have affected to

consider the supporters of Breckinridge and Lane, in this State,

as a mere handful and of no political account. It w^as in every

respect a success, far exceeding the expectations of the friends, and

confounding the predictions of its enemies. The Committee on

Credentials reported that the Convention consisted of representations

from two hundred and one towns, with ten hundred and thirty-

three delegates.

But the numbers were not the least gratifying feaiure of this de-

monstration. It was as fine a body as ever gathered into a political

convention ; a collection of the solid men of Massachusetts, who

made a noble appearance ; and their deliberations throughout were

marked by courtesy, dignity and harmony. If the intelligence and

patriotism of Massachusetts ever had a worthy representation, it was

the Convention which gathered at the Tremont Temple.

Among the delegates were hosts of good men and true, who have

been through many a political campaign, and stood up manfully

—

through good and evil report—for Democratic measures ; who ask

but to see sound principles prevail and good government—and who

are worthy representatives of the commercial, the mechanic, manu-

facturing and agricultural interests of this State. Such a Conven-

tion, representing a branch of a party as wide as our country, and
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standing on principles as solid as the Constitution, must sooner or

later rally into its ranks the whole of the real Democracy of the State.

It had a moral power in it that must be felt in this Commonwealth.

The Convention made thorough work as to organization. It nom-

inated a clean State ticket ; designated electors at large ; chose a

State Committee, and provided for calling District Conventions. The

names put in nomination for the various offices are worthy of the

places for which they are named. Hon. Henjamin F. Butler, by

acclamation, was designated as the candidate for Governor.

The perfect flood through the day, and especially in the evening,

did not prevent the Democracy from again filling the Tremont Tem-

ple. The Resolutions adopted, and all the Speeches made during

the day and evening, met with an enthusiastic response from the

Democracy, and will be eagerly examined, not only here, but through-

out the country. Let patriotic Democrats ponder well the consider-

ations they so cogently present, and bear witness to their eloquence

and power.

Thus splendidly have the National Democracy thrown their ban-

ner to the breeze—the glorious banner of Breckinridge and Lane.

Let the work go zealously on ; the cause is just. Let the eftort in its

support be united. Sooner or later it is destined to triumph.

i



STATE CO?fVBNTION.

The State Convention of the National Democracy of Massachu-

setts, representing the party by whom Breckinridge and Lane are

supported, was held at Tremont Temple, in Boston, Wednesday,

September I2th, and under circumstances of the most encouraging

and gratifying character. The attendance of delegates was large,

and the accommodations of the galleries were improved by a goodly

number of spectators. The Temple was finely decorated; pictures

of Washington, Jackson, Webster, Buchanan and Pierce,

adorned prominent positions ; upon the front of the centre gallery

were given familiar quotations from the speeches of Johm C. Breck-

inridge and Joseph Lane. Flagg's Brass Band was in attendance,

and provided music of a stirring character, previous to the commence-

ment of the morning's business.

The Convention was called to order at 10.30 A. M. by A. L.

Cushing, Esq., of Randolph, Chairman of the State Central Com-
mittee. The call for the Convention was read by Matthew Foley,

of Roxbury, Secretary of the State Committee.

On motion of R. S. Andros, Esq., of Boston, the President and

Secretaries of the Committee were appointed to act as Chairman and

Secretaries of the Convention until a permanent organization should

be effected.

On motion of Col. Brodhead, of Brookline, it was ordered that

a Committee of one from each County should be selected to report

a permanent organization for the Convention.

On motion, the following Committee on Credentials was appointed

by the Chair : Roswell Gleason, of Dorchester ; James J. Cobb, o

Boston ; A. M. Ide, of Taunton ; Alfred Kittredge, of Haverhill

;

Gilbert A. Clark, of East Hampton,
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REMARKS OF COL. WRIGHT.

During the absence of the Committee, Col. Isaac H. Wright, of

Springfield, was called upon to address the Convention. He came
forward, and, thanking the Convention for the compliment paid him

by the call, said that he felt it his duty to act as a minute man upon

every call of political duty, and he thought the members of the Con-

vention were impressed with the same feeling. Every patriot is now
called upon to strike for the Union, and for tho?e great Democratic

principles upon which it has been administered, and upon the sup-

port of which its continuance depends. No new doctrines are to be

announced for the Democratic party. It was now for the party only

to declare anew its adhesion to its principles, and fling its flag anew
to the breeze. Heretofore, we have been struggling against the

undisguised enemies of the peace of the country and of the perpetua-

tion of the Union. In 1856, victory perched upon the banner of the

National party of the country. That great battle is now to be fought

anew. We are not now to turn our faces to the petty diversities and
divisions of the party, or toward those who are hesitating and look-

ing to the camp of the enemy, instead of drawing themselves up in

array in the ranks of that great Democracy whose trumpets are now
sounding their rallying blast to the breeze. The true Democrats of

the country are not to be withdrawn from the great struggle now
pending, by any minor considerations whatever. There are not now
men powerful enough to strike with paralysis the true Democrats of

the country. We may love men, we may remember their gallant

services in the cause, but we are not, for that, to take the word of

command from these men, when that word is—"Halt! Ground
arms!" No! when any such recreant order as that is given, the

Democracy of the country waits not for its old leaders ; it springs

up without leader ; it goes forward to the contest, brother by the side

of brother, finds for itself, immediately a leader for the exigency, and
marches on to the field of victory. So it is now that we find

Breckinridge and Lane [cheers] the spontaneous expression of the

active, moving, determined Democracy of the country.

There are I>emocrats who prefer the triumph of the Black Repub-
lican party to the success of the Democratic party. The Democracy
of the nation will be ready when the day of battle shall come, and
we shall find them rolling up the old-fashioned inajorities, for the

Constitution and the Union. The Key-Stone State of the Union
will now be found standing up in her majesty, preserving the noble
arch from destruction. The eyes of the nation, the hopes of the

country, are resting upon the Democratic party of that State. And
the news received from them is of the most inspiring character. The
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Democracy of New York are about to act so that there shall, at least,

be no Black Republican triumph at the election. They are not to be

the mere dice and counters of political gamblers ; they are, least of

all, to be told, with any authority, that they must remain inactive,

and let the foes of the country triumph.

Col. Wright proceeded to speak of the election in Maine. Hw
characterized the Douglas party as a half-and-half Democracy

—

Democracy with a dash of Black Republicanism in it. The lesson

which the State of Maine has read the Democracy of the Union, is,

that there is no force great enough to check the action of the Demo-
cratic party in support of sound National Democratic principles ; that

even without an opposition in the party itself, this mongrel, adulter-

ated Democracy, cannot make any headway before the people of the

country. The Democracy of other States has received that lesson,

and will go on in the old-fashioned Democratic track. The speaker

rejoiced, therefore, that the Breckinridge and Lane Democrats of

Maine had left full swing to the Douglas party. The result has

shown that there is no other name by which the Democratic party

can be saved, except Breckinridge and Lane ; and no principles

which can bring peace to the people, except the National principles

initiated in the Virginia Resolutions of 1798.

The speaker went on to review the doctrine of " popular sove-

reignty," It is not popular sovereignty that Douglas would give us,

but " squatter sovereignty," which is synonymous with mob law. This
mob law of Judge Douglas, and the higher law of Wm. H. Seward,

are equally antagonistic to the true principles of the Constitution.

There is a great longing, in these Northern States, to be with the

successful side ; and the object of this Douglas movement is to get a

little nearer to the Republican party—not the triumph of political

principles, but a personal triumph. Here is Judge Douglas's party

—

and what is it but Judge Douglas's party? Who else is rallying the

people to the contest in behalf of that party, except Judge Douglas

himself? Should he die, where is that party? It crumbles into the

dust, simply because it is a one-man party, and not a party of prin-

ciple. [Applause.] Such a party can never succeed. [Col. Wright
here gave way for the Report of the Committee.]

ORGANIZATION.

Charles H. Blanchard, of Charlestown, moved that the report

of the Committee on Permanent Organization (now ready to report)

be laid upon the table, and that the Convention proceed to ballot for

a President. The report not being before the Convention, the motion

was declared out of order.
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Col. Brodhead, from the Committee on Permanent Organization,

presented a list of officers for the approval of 4lie Convention.

Mb. Blanchard renewed his motion to lay the report upon the

table.

• Some discussion ensued, members urging that it had been under-

stood, by a large portion of the Convention, that the Committee was

to report nominations for all the officers of the Convention except for

the Presidency, but that that officer was to be chosen by ballot.

A division of the question being called for, the motion to lay the

report upon the table was carried—340 ayes to 147 noes.

The motion to proceed to a ballot was carried without a division.

On motion of J. M. Stevens, of Boston, it was voted that a Com-

mittee of five be appointed by the Chair to receive, sort, and count

the ballots.

Pending the appointment of the Committee, the Convention took

a recess of five minutes.

The Convention being again called to order, the following gentle-

men were appointed :—J. M. Stevens, of Boston ; Paul D. Patch, of

Hamihon ; George W. Wales, of Randolph ; J. H. Berret, of Rox-

bury ; and George W. Hodges, of Oxford.

The result of the ballot was as follows:

—

Wliole number of votes . . , . . .589
Necessary to a choice . , . . . . 295

Dr. George B. Loring, of Salem . . . 379

A. L. CusWng, of Randolph .... 157

Richard Frothingham, Jr. ... . 53

And Dr. Loring was declared, amid applause, Co be the choice of

he Convention, for President.

Messrs. Emery, of Boston, and Washburn, of Brookline, were

appointed a committee to conduct the President elect to the chair

;

and having discharged that duty. Dr. Loring was introduced to the

Convention. He was received with hearty and long-prolonged

applause, and addressed the Convention as follows:
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Democrats of MAssACirosETTS,

—

I respond to your call to preside over the deliberations of this Con-

vention, with a sense of gratitude for the honor which you have con-

ferred upon me, with an earnest desire to discharge my duty fiiith-

fuUy, and with an entire appreciation of the import of the crisis which

has come upon our country, and upon that great and powerful party

which has hitherto ruled our country. One year ago, I occupied, by

your favor, this same position. I presided then over a convention of

the Democrats of this State, in which fidelity to our principles, loy-

alty to the Constitution, an earnest desire for an united Democracy,

rose superior to all personal allegiance, and shed over all our work

the odor of a broad and liberal nationality. The prudence and

patriotism of that convention filled my heart with pride, and inspired

me with the belief that the counsels which then prevailed, would

extend beyond our limits into that broader field, where the rights of

all our citizens are not only asserted, but are provided with bold, and
sagacious, and faithful defenders. [ sat then with a portion of the

National Democracy. I was surrounded by a body of men who haid

their political brethren in every State in this Union. I occupied myT
place among the advocates of that great constitutional doctrine which 1

estabhshes the rights of citizenship in every State, and carries those \

rights on into the common domain, and protects them there. I con-

ducted the counsels of unwavering and faithful Democrats then. I

resume that service now. And as I look upon this assembly, so

known of all men for the stern and intelligent sense of Democratic
government which animates it,—so devoted to the great justice of our

Confederation,—so resolute in the face of fanaticism,—so filled with

knowledge of what our government is, and what it is for,—so deter-

mined for that Union which makes us a great people —I feel renewed
confidence in our cause,—renewed reverence for the fathers of our

faith,—renewed admiration for the political structure which they

founded.

We have met here, gentlemen, not only to repeat our vows, but to

do all that in us lies to preserve the Democratic party from destruc-

tion. From the soil of old Virginia comes up the voice of the great

apostle of Democracy, and it is Jefferson who calls upon us to protect

the legacy which he bequeathed. Now, in this hour, when through

long trial, step by step, we have arrived at that consummation of

popular right,—at that declaration of free and in 'ependent citizen-

ship, protected by law, which his genius prefigured, shall we falter,

even though the foe besets us on every side ? The spirit of Jackson,

too, is with us, breathing forth that fervid patriotism, that love of free-
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dom, that reverence for law, that devotion to the people, which made
him the great American Democrat, leading his party on to great vic-

tories,—guiding his country to its highest glory. Is there a states-

man whose labors are accomplished and whose words still live lo

teach us how to be free ? His memory inspires us with courage for

our work. Our system of government is no visionary scheme, no
vagary, no excuse for license, no anarchy of conflicting States, no
crusade, no fragile and glittering tower built upon a vague and
dreamy sentiment, but a safe, and firm, and symmetrical civil organ-

ization, founded by statesmen whose political career was guided by

a wi.-c and practical philanthropy. This Confederation of ours was
not founded for the pur[)ose of advancing the cause of Abolitionists,

nor of furnishing a field for the " irrepressible conflict," nor of

delivering a nation of " squatter sovereigns" over to the mercies of

mob law, or their own inflamed passions ; but it was for the protec-

tion of a free people in its f rogfess in education, and wealth, and
refinement, tliat our Constitution was formed and our Union estab-

lished. We are here in defence of such a Constitution and such an

Union. I do not overrate our local strength, gentlemen, neither do I

underrate our [iOsiiion and the significance of our meeting. We
may not be strong at liome, but we possess that power which is con-

ferred by high national principle, and by the Democratic party oi the

whole country, upon its faithful adherents—that power which has for

its foundation the length and breadth of our land. We have come^'^

/together to bear testimony to that ancient political faith which was
;

vindicated by the Revolution, and which embodied in our Constitution

the rights (^t States and the people, and the sacredness of property

everywhere against wrong and violence. We are met to declare

that nothing but the sovereignty of a State shall settle the aflfairs of

a State. We are met to proclaim the duty of Government to protect

our citizens in the possession of their rights, and to guard them against

tyincursion, invasion, and usurpation. It is entire and absolute justice

upon which we take our stand—that justice which can alone give

peace to our people, and raise their interests above the assaults of

passion, into the guardianship of sound constitutional law. We be-\
Tieve in that law which recognizes the rights of the people in the several \

States to control their own affairs, and protects them in the occupation !

of the Territories, out of which, by the exercise of all their rights as

Jreemen, they are to carve independent and sovereign States. We"
have learned this from the fathers, we read it in the Constitution, we
receive it from the highest judicial tribunal of the land, we defend it

here in Massachusetts, as we would elsewhere, because it secures for

us that equality without which all cur boasted freedom is but a bounty
bestowed by a victoiious sectional faction upon a people which it has

conquered. We look upon a free government, an equal confederation

of States, as superior in every beneficent influence to the vague and
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impracticable schemes of Abolitionism. To us, there is no " irrepres-

sible conflict" between slavery and freedom—between capital and labor;

but while we enjoy the blessings of good government, falling like dew
upon a united people, we are ready to take an eager part in that " irre-

pressible conflict" which does exist, and has always existed, between

those who would revolutionize this Government and those who would

defend and maintain it. In this contest there is for us but one side,

and that is the side of that Democracy which has declared, in accord-

ance with every principle of our Government,—in accordance with

the whole intent and meaning of our Confederation,—in obedience to

the equity of the Constitution, " that neither Congress nor a Territorial

Legislature, whether by direct legislation or legislation of an indirect and

unfriendly character, possesses power to annul or impair the constitu-

tional right of any citizen of the United States to take his slave prop-

erty into the common Territories, and there hold and enjoy the same
while the Territorial condition remains ;

" that Democracy which has

proclaimed " that it is the duty of the Federal Government, in all its

departments, to protect, when necessary, the rights of persons and
property in the Territories, and wherever else its constitutional authority

extends." This is the Democracy which alone arrays itself against

sectionalism of every form,—against that aggressive sectionalism which

would shut out one section of our country from the occupation of the

Territories, and which would advance from this position to interference

with the institutions of the States,—--against that timid and genteel

sectionalism which envelops itself in the Constitution, without daring

to give it an interpretation,—against that sophistical sectionalism

which would override the Constitution, and take its stand upon the

most obnoxious form of higher law, that '' mi<2;ht makes rii2:ht."

Gentlemen, there is but one Democracy—all else is either open

opposition, or a delusion and a snare. It is the Democracy of Jef-

ferson, of Jackson, of the Baltimore Platform of '52, of the Cincin-

nati Platform of '56, of the Haltimore Platform of '60, of every

Democratic Administration, of Breckinridge and Lane, of those men
who at this day are engaged in shaping the history of our country

in accordance with the requirements atid guaranties of the Constitu-

tion. There has been a Wilmot Proviso faction of the Deaiocracy

—but it has sunk to rise no more. There was once a Missouri Com-
promise Democracy—but it has given way to a party standing on
the Constitution, without compromise, except what is c >ntamed in

that instrument. There is now a "squatter sovereignty" Democracy
—but its days are already numbered, and in a few short weeks the

places which now know it shall know it no more. There is but one
Democracy—and that is the party which never attempts to conquer
an enemy by enlisting under an enemy's flag—the party which never

yields to sectional clamor—the party which conquered Abolitionism

in 1856, which has stood faithfully by its principles in all places ever
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since, and will continue to stand by them as the only means of con
quering Abolitionism in 1860. Do you suppo e for a moment that

any other party, or any other principle than that which it advocates,

can ever hope to remove the cause of sectional strife among us, or

can ever secure a victory which shall really strengthen our Union, by

establishing within its borders the supremacy of Constitutional law,

as the guaranty of peace ? To that dictatorial system of legislation

which constitutes the genius of Black Republicanism, to that spirit

of arrogance which sets up its standard and would compel all men
to come up to it, the weakness of no law, and the uncertainty of

mob law, present but a feeble opposition. And in the contest now
before us, the struggle is not between the no law of non-committalism,

or the mob law of " squatter sovereignty," and the unconstitutional

law of Black Republicanism—but between this last, and that great

party which has borne the Constitution before it through all its career,

as the tablets of our political faith.

We are met here, gentlemen, as members of this party, enlisted

in the support of Breckinridge and Lane, the defenders of that grand

old faith. The events which created a necessity for reorganizing the

party, I need not recite to you. They are known to every man.
There is no more painful task, than the recital of those steps by
which a gallant leader, once astray, passes on from his own camp into

that of the enemy. We have before us that violation of party agree-

ment, that desertion of party platform, which marked the course of

the Senator from Illinois in the celebrated Illinois campaign. The
reiteration of those sophistries iti the Senate of the United States,

the elaboration of them in popular magazine pages, the affiliation

with Republicans in all important measures before Congress, the

harsh insults heaped upon a Democratic administration, the equivoca-

tion with regard to the decision of the Supreme Court, the astound-

ing position atCharleston,the coercion practiced there, the unprincipled

operations at Baltimore, the dishonest claim of a two-thirds vote, the

persistent endeavors to dismember the Democratic party, the reduc-

tion of a Democratic statesman down to a political intriguer, anxious

to join hands with any ally for the purpose of gratifying a selfish

passion, that attempt to sectionalize the Democratic party, that

malicious indifference which forced the party to divide when a word
might have saved it, have all passed into the history of Stephen A.
Douglas, and form a chapter in our political annals, which every

Democrat will read with indignation, and every opponent of the

Democracy with astonishment mingling with his gratification. It was
to preserve the party against this, that a majority of the Massachu-
setts delegates joined witli every Democratic State in the Union to

reorganize the party at Baltimore. The existence of the party on
the platform and tactics of Mr. Douglas had become an impossibility;

and calmly and deliberately a majority of the States, in whole or in
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part withdrew from a convention which had become sectional in its

tone and organization, for the purpose of maintaining a Democratic

nationahty. This has been done. At the North every Democrat,
whatever his personal preferences may be. finds his sound reason

leading him to acknowledge the truth of that political doctrine which
the Judiciary has drawn from the Constitution, and which is incor-

porated in our platform. At the South, even the opposition bows
before our principles, and resorts to the empty and unfounded charge

of disunion as the only weapon that can be used against us. This

movement which commenced at Baltimore, and which we have met
here to-day to support, constitutes the foundation and hope of the

future Democracy. The constitutional principle which lies at its

foundation must and will prevail—for it constitutes the only law

which can possibly apply whenever an emergency arises, the only

means by which the conflict of factions in the Territories can be

hushed, the only assurance that the rights of our States and our

citizens are to be held sacred. Tell me not that this principle of

government differs not from that captivating hcre>y which confers

supreme power upon a Territorial Legislature—the one is anarchy,

the other peace, and safety, and justice, and equity. And so long

as our present form of government endures, so long will there exist

a triumphant Democracy, invincible from its devotion to this righteous

principle of the Constitution.

They say we are destined to defeat. Believe it not. The voice

of North Carolina has already said no. The voice of Missouri has

already said no. The voice of Arkansas has already said no. The
voice of Kentucky, just uttered over the ashes of her favorite son,

in that masterly defence which shall be in all coming time the text-

book of Democracy, that eloquent tribute to the party and the Union
which our sagacious, and gallant, and patriotic leader has pronounced,

and which the people of his State will sustain, says no, a thousand

times no. Upon those sentiments a divided Democracy will unite,

and from those States which have thus far repelled the tide of sec-

tionalism, you will hear the word that the Democracy still lives, and
still keeps watch and ward over the interests of our country. The
conservative sentiment of our people, that sentiment which in 1850
rallied around the Constitution, and in 1S52 sealed the acts of the

national statesmen of that day with an overwhel s ing Democratic
victory, is striving even now to come to the work, and will do it in

spite of all the efforts of the designing and the reckless. The coun^
n^y is not yet delivered over to fanatics or demagogues—and it vvillj

\^not be. For into whatsoever hands the sceptre of power may fall,

the people still possess their rights, the Constitution still has its guar-

antees, our common possessions still remam, and over all must and
will preside the genius of Democracy. They said we were defeated

' on IS40—they said we were defeated in 1848;—but do you remem-
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ber how as by magic, in spite of all defections and divisions, the

policy of our party prevailed, and how by speedy justice our foes

and our traitors were buried in a common grave ? As it was then, so

will it be now. If we are overthrown, it will be to rise again with

new power. Defeat for our party is but another stand at Bunker
Hill, whose result will be counted among the triumphs of the Democ-
racy, and whose struggle will be marked by a monument more en-

during than granite—the preservation at our hands, of the Constitu-

tion and the Union, through all trials, in defeat as in victory. There
is no defeat for us, but in revolution ; and the hour for that has not

yet come. Doubt not the fidelity of those Democratic States North
and South, which have not yet spoken. For they all stand ready to

repudiate sectionalism of every form, and would take warning from
our own venerable Commonwealth, which has gone on step by step,

until she is invited to rest in the arms of pure and unadulterated

Abolitionism, with all its repulsive kindred. IJntil the people of the

United States arrive at this haven, victory sooner or later must be

ours.

They say we are disunionists. But let me tell you that no cry of

disunion, coming as it does from those whose whole lives have been
devoted to fanning the flame of sectional animosity, or from those

who forget their own associates, and whither they themselves are

drifting, can prevail against that party whose every act and word
stand recorded in behalf of the Union, and which has demonstrated

the value of our confederacy, and taught the truths of the Constitu-

tion, until disunionism had laid down its arms at its feet. Let not

the Douglas and Johnson of this campaign, with their record upon
them, charge the Breckinridge and Lane, the representatives of

nationality in peace and in war, with disunion. When you are

ready to believe that the Supreme Court of the United States, the

Democratic majority in the Senate, nearly every Democrat in the

House, almost every living ex-President, all the Democratic States,

devoted Democrats in every section—are all conspired to rend

asunder our Confederacy—then, and not till then, may you believe

that John C. Breckinridge and Joseph Lane, with their followers, are

disunionists. Let Mr. Douglas, who panders to the sectionalism of

the North, and Mr. Johnson, who appeals to the sectionalism of the

South, answer if they can to this charge against themselves. Let
Mr. Bell tell us what new and sudden terrors disunion has for him.

who once said that he was for "anything in preference to a Unioir,

sustained only by power, by constitutional and legal ties without re-,

ciprocal trust and confidence". To those who are startled at the sup-

posed prospect of disunion, and are in doubt as to where their safety

lies, we would say that no empty declamation about the Constitution,

no vain boast that a State shall be forced back into its place in case

of an attempt at withdrawal, furnishes any remedy for the evil. The
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bond of Union lies in a just and equal application of the Constitu-

tion to every State and section, and in the party which upholds the

laws enacted for the purpose of that application. While the National

Democracy endures, "the Union must and shall be preserved."

The distinguished Senator from New York, whose doctrine of

the " irrepressible conflict " even his own party dared not endorse

openly, and who is now reaping the bitter fruits of his long career of

sectionalism, has said that " the country was tired of lying on its

Southern side, and was about to turn over and lie for a while on its

Northern side." This may be so ; but I assure you, gentlemen, the

country will find that a change of posture will give nothing but a

thorny bed. It will not lie on that side long, if by so doing it is to

repose in the bed prepared for it by Senator Seward and his un-

grateful followers. The Senator thinks the present position of the

country has long been an uneasy one. But it is not so. Notwith-
standing the storms of faction which have beaten about it, lashed

into fury by the Sewards, great and small in the land, our country

has grown strong and powerful, prosperous and influential, rich and
intelligent, under the kindly influences of Democratic rule. It has

enjoyed repose hitherto by knowing no North and no South. And
it will find repose hereafter, not by making its bed in the dismal

regions where Abolitionism reigns supreme, but by shunning the

place where these agents of mischief love to meet, and by avoiding

that Republican misrule which we have continually before us here in

Massachusetts. Against this misrule we would utter our warnings
for our country. Against it we would take our stand at home, con-

fident in the future. For as I look forward, I see that flag flying

from the ramparts of my country, which is glittering with every star

of our glorious constellation, all clustering there* in ever-growing

brightness and number—the work of that Democracy which we
represent, of that party which no intestine commotions have des-

troyed, no foes have overthrown, of that party which is led in this

crisis by a long line of illustrious statesmen, marshalled under the

banner of Breckinridge and Lane.

The address of the President was received with great applause.
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The Report of the Committee on Organization was then taken

from the table, and adopted as amended, as follows :

—

VICE PRESIDENTS:

Hon. A. L. Gushing, of Randolph.

Selden Crockett,)
f g^^g._l|. (.^

Isaac EiMery, )

Charles Lewis, of Barnstable.

CH.A.RLES T. BuRKLEY, of Berkshire.

James D. Thompsox, of Bristol,

Franklin Norton, of Dukes.

George Johnson, of Essex.

John Ingham, of Franklin.

Luther Upton, of Hampden.
H. H. Chilson, of Hampshire.

Hugh McElvoy, of Middlesex.

Eben W, Allen, of Nantucket.

Harrison Fay, of Norfolk.

W. W. CoMSTOCK, of Plymouth.

Calvin Cook, of Worcester.

SECRETARIES:

Alfred Kittredge, of Havernill, 1 Reuben Noble, of Westfield.

Matthew Foley, of Rosbury.
j
Andrew JIackie, Jr. of N. Bedford.

On motion,

—

Messrs. G. Washington Warren, of Charlestown, S. B. Phinney,

of Barnstable, Henry Durant, of Lynn, C. B. H. Fessenden, of

New Bedford, Isaac H. Wright, of Springfield, J. C, Howe, of

Haverhill, J. W. Mansur, of Fitchburg, were appointed a Com-

mittee to draft a series of resolutions.

On motion, it was voted that the members of the Convention from

the several Senatoriol Districts, be ordered to present the name of

one candidate each for appointment upon the State Committee.

After some further discussion, the Convention adjourned to 2 P. M.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention was again called to order at 2 1-2 o'clock by the

President.

Hon. G. Washington Warren, of Charlestown, from the Com-

mittee on Resolutions, reported the following, which were received

with much applause. The name of President Buchanan was

applauded with especial warmth, and the Resolutions in honor of

Breckinridge and Lane, were greeted with great enthusiasm, as

was also that approving the course of Gen. Cushing and the majority

of the State Delegates to Charleston.
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RESOLUTIONS.

The is ational Democrats of Massachusetts, having promptly responded to the

call issued by the majority of the State Committee, are now by their delegates in

convention assembled in support of Breckinridge and Lane. Regretting the

unfortunate division in the great Democratic party, occurring at a crisis when a
cordial union would have ensured a com])lete overthrow of our common oppo-

nents,—without seeking to hold on to, or to strive for the control of the Demo-
cratic organization of the State, but being desirous in separating from our foi-mer

associates to give no occasion for continued dissension, and prompted as we be-

lieve, by a sense of duty and by patriotic feeling, we proudly take our position

upon the national platform on which our candidates stand, and we leave it to

the deliberate judgment of the Country, whether or not, we are keeping step with

the music of the Union and are bearing for our standard the true Democratic
flag—the flag of the Constitution and the Union, wliich has been born aloft and
in trimnph for so long and brilliant a period in our Country's history, in peace and
in war. Therefore,

Resolced, That we most heartily approve of the conduct, in the late National

Democratic Convention, of Hon. Caleb Cdsiiing, the able and distinguished

President, and that of all his co-delegates who acted in concert with him, being

a majority of the State delegation. In our opinion, they faithfully executed

their commission, rightly conceiving that their duty to their constituents and the

party consisted not in going into the Convention with the predetennined purpose

to vote incessantly and persistently for a particular candidate for the Presidency,

but rather to seek an interchange of opinion with the delegates from all other

States, and to aim at such a selection as would meet the preferences of the larg-

est number without giving cause of offence to any ; it is only in this way that

conventions are of any utility. And in view of the proceedings at Charlestofi

and Baltimore, we find that the new Convention, headed by President Cusiiing,

and consisting of delegations from a majority of the States, was a political ne-

cessity, and that their transactions and nominations have formed a happy solution

of imminent perplexities and embarrassments.

Resolved, That we hail with delight the nomination of John C. Breckinridge,
for President, who, as a gallant ofiicer in the Mexican war, exhibited manly
courage and heroic endurance, and in the high civil stations to which he
has been elevated, has proved himself an accomplished statesman, of singular ma-
turity of judgment and perception of character—of patriotism unswerving, of

unbending integrity—whose public and private character is above reproach and
suspicion—whose ability in council and argument is matched only by his gentle-

manly bearing and high-toned courtesy in debate—of whom it may be truly

said, that he never solicited the office which he now fills to the universal accep-

tance of the people, nor the one for which he is now a candidate, but the people
have sought Him for the highest offices in their gift ; to whom Kentucky has
given the strongest proofs of her attachment, and whose honor the Country claims

as her own. That we greet with equal pleasure the nomination of Joseph Lane,
for Vice President, who, in the field, showed himself a brave, skilful and humane
G-eneral, and, as a Legislator in the State, a Governor of a territory, and a Sen-
ator in Congress, has given proofs of practical good sense, down-right honesty,

and great experience and judgment in public affairs ; and whose eminent services

have given lustre to our youngest sister, the new star of Oregon. And we do

2
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hereby ratify and confirm both these nomincations as peculiarly felicitous and

suited to these distracted tunes, when not merely fitness for office, but devotion

to the Union, should be the test—and of this our candidates have furnished the

strono'ost proof, for they both staked their lives in their country's defence.

Resolved, That in our opinion the thanks of the Democracy are due to John

C. Breckinridge, for yielding to the judgment of his friends in his own State,

in opposition to his own views and desires, and declaring at his home, on a great

public occasion, once for all his principles, with the frankness of a true patriot,

who has nothing to conceal. And .we believe that the people will recognize

the voice from Ashland, which was addressed to them a week ago this day, as

the voice of eloquence and of truth, which, with the associations of the place,

will kindle patriotic emotions and will inspire National Democrats and all con-

servative citizens with new energy and faith in our cause.

Resolved, That the distinguished ability and personal fidelity with which

James Buchanan has discharged the arduous duties devolved upon him as

Chief Magistrate of the llepublic, entitle him to the respectful regards of the

people ; and that although imfounded aspersions have been east upon his official

character—a fate which has been also experienced by all his illustrious predeces-

sors—his administration will, in the future, be looked upon as one, in which the

domestic tranquility was restored, the Atlantic and the Pacific States were bound

closely together by unexampled fiicilities of overland postal communication, the

prosperity and resources of the country were multiplied, and the nation's honor

sustained untarnished, at home and abroad.

Resolved, That in pondering upon the present condition of the Union, it is

salutary to recur to the period of its formation ; and we find that Washington, sev-

enty-three years ago, m his address presenting the Constitution to the several

States, declared, as the unanimous sense of the Convention who framed it, that

it was a work of clifiiculty, " increased by a difference among the several States

as to their situation, extent, habits, and particular interests;" bvit that "the

Convention kept steadily in view that which appeared to them to be the gi'eatest

interest of every true American, the consolidation of oui- Union, in which is in-

volved our prosperity, felicity, safety—perhaps our national existence ;" and

thus the Constitution presented "was the result of a spirit of amity, and of that

mutual deference and concession which the j^eculiarity of our political situation

rendered indispensable." That the experience of nearly three-quarters of a cen-

tury has exemplified the remarkable wisdom of these portentous sayings ; that

inasmuch, as under this iunnortal instrmnent the different members of this great

confederacy have prospered hitherto, in harmony and security, there is no "irre-

pressible conflict" between one class of States and another, nor between their

respective interests and institutions, but they may all, and with increasing num-
bers, continue to flourish, side by side, in peace, for centuries to come, if every

State will faithfully discharge her constitutional oblig-ations, and wiU honestly

confine her legislative action to the development of her own resources and the

management of her internal affairs.

Resolved, That in the part assigned by the Constitution to the different

States, in their sovereign capacities, as independent communities, in the man-

ner in which that instrument was accepted, in the provision for adopting amend-

ments thereto, in the equal constituency and power of the Senate, and in the

primary, and more especially in the alternative mode of electing the President

and Vice President, it is clearly shown that it was the manifest aud main do-
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sign to found the new frame of a general government upon the doctrine of the

PERFECT EQUALITY OF THE States ; that no single State or class, or section of

States, should, by overpowering numbers, or by other means of commanding
influence, infringe upon the rights of other States, however situated, nor inter-

fere with the control of their own peculiar interests and local affairs ; that this

was in the beginning the formative prmciple, and must ever be cherished and
observed by the people as the symbol of everlasting union.

Resolved, That the Constitution was made and intended to have of itself the

operative force of law thi-oughout the States, and throughout their dominions
then and subsequently acquired ; it being provided m express terms, that the

Constitution—named fii-st and foremost—the laws of the United States made
in pursuance thereof, and all Treaties shall be the supreme law of the land

;

that it is the sole province of the Supreme Court of the United States to decide

all questions in controversy affecting the rights of citizens and then- property in

the States and Territories, and that a decision once made authoritatively by that

august tribunal u|)on any such matter, it is the highest obligation of all citizens,

as men, as patriots, and as Chiistians, to acquiesce therein, and to govern them-
selves accordingly ; that sovereignty in this country, imder its matchless Cd^
stitution, attaches to no pohtical community until admitted into the Union when|!

believed to possess a sufficient penuanent population, and to have the necessary'

resources, intelligence, experience, and character to constitute, endow, and sus-;

tain a State ; that, therefore, the new notion of squatter sovereignty in the'j

Territories is inconsistent with the theory and uniform practice of oui'ij

Government; that the pretence that this was the doctrine of the American]!

Revolution is entnely unfounded, for the historical reason, that it was not till

after the settlement of the American colonies for a centuiy and a hah", that)/

they separated from the Parent Grovernment and fonned independent States, y
Resolved, That the new Eepublican party—the growth of all the ultka-i 0/

ISMS of recent times—haling an existence only in eighteen States of the con- ^

federaey, and being in the_aggregatea uiisQUiy of voters in these, holding out

as their paramount tenet' of politicaJpphTTosophy the doctrine of an irrepressible

conflict with the institutions and mterests of the other fifteen States—acting

avowedly upon the principle of unfi-iendly legislation as to them, and in this

regard setting at naught the constitutional decisions of the Supreme Court of

the United States, and many of their- own States, and seeking to substitute in

their stead the uncertain, the self-willed and the discordant teachings of what
they presume to call a " higher law "—in a word, aiming to combine for their

own aggrandizement the interests, prejudices, and passions of the Free States to

operate as a political power agamst the Southern States—form the very worst

embodiment of that Geographical Party, against the least encouragement of

which the Father of his Country forewarned his fellow-countrymen in his Fare-
|

well Addi'ess ; that the influence of such a party succeeding in the nation may
be barely outlined by the history of their unbridled course in 31assachusetts

during the brief period of these three latter years—when an upright and c"om-

petent magistrate has been removed from the Bench for discharging a national

duty—when the Personal Liberty Bill has been re-enacted to thwart and defy
the national authority—when the vindictive anathema of one of her Senators

ilU,Congress, denouncmg his fellow-counh-ymen a"n3°"the fellow-countr}Tnen3f

Washington as barbarians, has, in an unprecedented manner, received ,the

official endorsemtnt and thanks of her Legislature ; and—out-Heroding Herod
Himself—when tliat pai-ty in the confidence of theii- strength, have put forward
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as their representative man and candidate for Governor—to be voted for with

their candidates for National and State officers, and as if a type of them all—

a

respectable and intelligent lawyer of twenty years standing, who, in the time of

treason and invasion in a sister State, publicly declared that the malefactpr -

himself WAS right, and awarded to him a martyr's praise.

Resolved, That in direct antagonism to this Republican party—of only six years'

growth and duration—and in generous rivalry with the other opposing parties,

the National Democrats take their position, rightly claiming, as they believe,

to be the Party of Histoiy formed on an enduring basis, and the Party of the

Country. Our principles being founded upon no new political dogma, upon noA
specious subterfuge through which the Constitution may be evaded, upon no f

doctrine of a higher law, as humanly promulgated and interpreted and made
paramount to civil duty, which is alike detrhnental to personal character and!

subversive of all government, but founded on the Constitution worked out for I

us through dangers and trials by our fathers, and to be transmitted as the noblest

'

gift of human origin to man—upon the Union, for which that Constitution was
made, upon the honest, and hearty, and thorough support of both, and upon the

j

ftiithful execution of the laws, we will strive on and ever for success, in order/

that a more perfect union may be formed again among us, the domestic tran-/

quility insured, the general welfare promoted, and the blessings of Constitutional^

Liberty secured to us and our posterity.

The question being put by the Chair, the Resolutions were unani-

mously adopted with cheers.

NOMINATION OF A GOVERNOR.

Upon motion of Mr. Andros, of Brookhne, Hon. BENJAMIN
F. BUTLER was nominated, by acclamation, for Governor of the

Commonwealth.

The nomination was received with enthusiastic cheers, and Gen.

Butler was called on for a speech.

CoL. Brodhead, of Brookline, moved the appointment of a Com-
mittee of twelve, to complete the nominations of the State ticket.

The motion was adopted.

The Committee on the Nomination of State officers was then

announced by the Chair, as follows;

—

D. D. Brodhead, of Brookline ; W. B. Pike, of Salem ; A W.Chapin,

of Springfield ; Lyman Sheldon, of Webster ; Charles H. Blanchard,

of Charlestown ; James Riley, of Boston ; P. W. Leland, of Fall Riv-

er; James S. Grinnell, of Greenfield; Samuel Turner, of Scituate
;

Henry Willis, of Roxbury ; Wm. P. DoHiver, of Gloucester; John

Pierce, of Edgartown.

Gen. Butler not being present. Gen. Whitney, as a member

of the delegation to Charleston, was called for, and addressed the

Convention.
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GEN. WHITNEY'S SPEECH.

Mr. President—Gentlemen of the Convention,—You have

called upon me, in the absence of Gen. Butler, your nominee for

the Gubernatorial office, to respond, in ihejirst place, to that nomi-

nation which you have just made with an unanimity and an en-

thusiasm rarely witnessed in any convention ;
and, in the second

place, to give account to you of my doings as one of your Dele-

gates at Large at the late Charleston Convention. I gladly embrace

the opportunity which you thus so generously offer me to respond to

both of these propositions. In the first place, then, with all my
heart I can say that I concur in the nomination of the gallant and

able Butler, as our candidate for the office of Governor, and with the

warmest sympathy I enter into the joyous enthusiasm which that

nomination has awakened. Gentlemen, but for an unyielding and

honorable fidelity to principle on the part of your nominee, he

would this day have received, not only our nomination, but also that

of another Convention, this day assembled in a neighboring city

;

and, above all, such nomination would have elicited a cheering

response from all who claim the name of Democrats in the State of

Massachusetts. But alas ! the rash leadership of one of the former

champions of the Democracy,—a leadership, personal, as I believe,

in its inceptive departure from the well-defined landmarks of our

party,—personal in its aims and objects, has divided our party in

the National Convention, and, as a consequence, the before united

party of the Democracy of our own State. This unhappy division

—as lovers of our Federal Union—as patriots—as Democrats—we
all deeply deplore. BiU we are left no alternative. We must
abide by our time-honored principle of the equality of the people of

all the States under the Federal law, and where the Federal Gov-
ernment has jurisdiction ; the principles avowed at our State Con-
vention of the last year, and by our nominee of that year. Gen.

Butler, or we must follow new interpretations of our political faith

which strike at the very existence, not only of our party, but of our

Confederacy. We hesitate not in making our choice. In doing so,

in the language of our standard-bearer, the noble Breckinridge, " we
feel that our position is right ;

" and we will abide by our principles

and our nominees, with increased and increasing fidelity and deter-

mination, whether we be few or many in number. You have,

gentlemen, in the adoption of your resolutions and in the nomina-

tion of your candidates, this day, recorded your decision to do all

you can to preserve inviolate the principles of our party, and to do

all you can towards electing our candidates. I am with you in all,

and shall labor with you to this end so long as you recognize me as

a fellow-laborer in your cause. Feeling thus, it is most proper that
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with overflowing enthusiasm yon fling your banner to the breeze.

[Applause.]

Gentlemen, you have expressed a desire that I should report to

you of the doings of your representatives or delegates at the late

Charleston Convention. In doing so, you will accord to me, as a

personal matter, a few moments, in which, with your full knowledge
of facts, I hope to refute the base calumnies which have been so in-

dustriously circulated, in certain quarters, with a view of injuring

your cause—in reference to my election as your delegate, my mo-
tives, and my action at the Charleston Convention. These calum-
nies all start and rest upon the assumption that you imposed upon
me some pledge, or gave to me some intimation when you elected

me, of a choice, on your part, that I should vote for a particular

man for your Presidential candidate. Was this the case? (Loud
cries of "No—no.") No—true it is that you did no such thing.

On the contrary, you twice, at that State Convention, refused to pass

a resolution expressing even a preference for Stephen A, Douglas as

your nominee— and this was done by an apparent majority of more
than ten to one. If, then, no pledge was imposed— then none have

I violated. If no it}timation of preference was given by that Con-
vention—then no intimation of that Convention have I disregarded.

Nail then the base assumption of these falsehoods, upon which is

built, chiejly, the libellous denunciations of your delegates, to the

wall ; and let us be tried and judged by facts. But more—and fur-

ther : I here assert, without fear of truthful contradiction, that as an
individual, I never wrote a line or made a statement, to aid in my
election as a delegate, that can be tortured into a pledge, or promise,

to support Mr. Douglas at the Charleston Convention. I entertained

no unfriendly feelings towards Mr. Douglas, personally, at that lime,

and hoped for a united sentiment and nomination at Charleston. I

so said, and no more; and now, gentlemen, I invite the publication

of any letter, whether marked private, or otherwise, written by my-
self, in which, even by implication, a pledge that I would vote for

Mr. Douglas, at the Charleston Convention, can be found. But be-

yond this, was I faithful to your trust as your delegate, in the exer-

cise of my judgment? The base allegation that for a paltry office,

my personal independence, as your delegate, was sacrificed, can
originate and find credence only in a mercenary and corrupt heart.

You know that I never yet held an office which I obtained by per-
sonal appliances to the appointing power, or to the generosity of my
friends to solicit in my behalf. To the unsought kindness of friends,

and of executive officers, I am under obligations ; but none of them
have ever appended a condition afTecting my personal political inde-

pendence, or my personal honor. Other men who have falsified

pledges—given in writing—are theme?i, who raise these caluminous
reports to shield their own breach of good faith, relying upon a high
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sense of honor on the part of those who hold the knowledge of the

fact to protect them. The whining cry that comes np from a certain

quarter, of official interference at the Charleston Conventioti, is

without foundation in fact. The friends of no administration ever

entered a national Convention with more freedom to act their inde-

pendent judgment, than did the friends of Mr. Buchanan's adminis-
tration. No man had ever been able to draw from Mr. Buchanan
even an intimation that he desired the nomination of any particular

man, but he always, from the date of his inaugural to this day, said

that he himself would not be a candidate. Away, then, with this

whimpering cry upon which to excite sympathy for an individual,

about official interference at the Charleston Convention. Passing

by this fool's gudgeon, I come to the real cause of our disruption.

It is not true that the separation took place about a choice of men.
The separation took place by the retirement of the delegates from
eight States—before a single ballot for the Presidential candidate

was had—because a Democratic platform was rejected. I believe

that every delegate, from every State represented in that Conven-
tion, fully believed and endorsed the doctrine of non-intervention by
Congress

—

'^either to establish or prohibit slavery in the Territories."

But a strange and new interpretation had been given to this doctrine.

In an evil hour, when hard pressed in debate by a skilful opponent
—a great leader of the party had given to that doctrine an interpre-

tation regarded by most at the South, and by many at the North as

unsound, illogical, and unconstitutional. To the South this was a
vital question. The friends of Mr. Douglas, in that Convention, very
unwisely, as I think, determined to make the platform the test ques-

tion in the nomination, arjd here began all our trouble, and from thi^
alone has resulted our disruption. The South asked for no inter-y

vention by Congress—either to establish or prohibit slavery—for no
j

slave code—but simply and only for equal protection to persons and
property wherever the Federal Government held and exercised the

sovereignty. The Committee of the Convention by a majority
which represented seventeen States, and all these States certain tofl

cast their electoral votes for our nominees—reported resolutions as*

follows—to wit :

—

\

Resolved, That the platform adopted by the Democratic party, at Cincinnati, be I

affirmed, with the following explanatory resolutions

:

I

1. That the government of a Territory organized by an act of Congress is pro-
visional and temporary ; and during its existence, all citizens of the United States
have an equal right to settle with their property in the Territory without their

rights, either of person or property, being destroyed or impaired by congressicnil
'

or territorial legislation.

2. That it is the duty of the Federal Government, in all its departments, to pro-
tect, when necessary, the rights of persons and property in the Territories, and

r wherever else its constitutional authority^ extends. '—

^

3. Thai when tne settlers ma Territoryj'liaving an adequate population, form a
State Constitution, the right of sovereignty commences, and, being consummated
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\ by admission into the Union, they stand on an equal footing with the people of

other States ; and the State thus organized ought to be admitted into the Federal

(Union whether its Constitution prohibits or recognizes the institution of slavery.

I ask you now, as fair-minded men, could the South be equals

under the common government, if denied the right of protection of

persons and property where the common government holds jurisdic-

tion ? I ask you, as fair-minded men, if the government of a

Territory is not " provisional and temporary," and whether, as once

alleged by Mr. Douglas, in reference to Utah, Congress cannot

abolish and repeal a Territorial government ? And if so, does not

the sovereignty over the Territories reside in Congress ; are not the

executive, judicial, and legislative officers of a Territorial Govern-

ment all paid from the Federal Treasury ? Would you, gentlemen,

consider a government of any use to you, that should deny to you

—where such government was supreme—protection m person and

property ? The delegates from the South asked for nothing more

than an acknowledgment of this right of equal protection—and

they would take nothing less. For one, I believed that this was

due to them by our Constitutional agreements, and I voted first and

last, and all the time, in favor of recognizing these rights in our

platform.

You, gentlemen, are practical men. I ask you, then, if there is

any practical common sense in the theory that Congress can create

an agent, or endow a subordinate with authority that she herself

does not possess. Again, is there any practical common sense, even

if it were possible to construe the Constitution so as to give a Ter-

ritorial Government, while in a state of pupilage to the government

common to the States,—power to fix the status of the future of the

coming State upon this most important of all questions, prior to the

time when the people make and adopt a State Constitution. Look,

for example, at the few people who were endowed with the powers

of a Territorial Government in the immense Territory of Nebraska

—a territory five times larger in area than that of all the New
England States ; consider, that in the emigrating months of the

year, a new population was arriving every month, almost as large in

number as the few who, in one corner of that Territory, were en-

dowed with Territorial powers of government, and then tell me
whether it is not proper that this great question should be held in

abeyance until State sovereignty is assumed ? Gentlemen, there is

no constitutional law, no practical wisdom, no common sense, in

this dogma of " Squatter Sovereignty." But to return. Upon the

refusal to recognize the co-equal rights of the people of all the

States, in all that relates to persons and property wherever the Fed-

eral Government has jurisdiction, the delegates from eight States

retired from the Convention ; here, then, and upon this question,

the disruption of the Democratic Convention took place—mark you,
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before a single vote for a Presidential nominee had been given.

After the retirement of the delegates of these States, the great

question forced upon those delegates remaining was, whether we
should scatter and dissolve in mass, or endeavor to reunite the

glorious old party upon a constitutional platform ? Under the lead

of the old Democratic State of Virginia, we decided to endeavor to

reunite the party. Therefore, we voted so as to prevent the nomi-

nation of the. man whose leadership, as we believed, had caused

our disruption. The continuance of the Convention at Charleston

was secured by the adoption of a resolution requiring a vote of two-

thirds of the whole Electoral College to make a nomination. Acting

under this, we balloted, and finally adjourned with a resolution in-

viting the unrepresented States to send Delegates to Baltimore. We
hoped that we should there meet with fraternal feelings after our

recess ; and that with full numbers we could once more erect a com-
mon standard of principles, and with closed ranks, under common
standard-bearers, we could again go forth to victory over the enemies

of our constitutional Union. We had, from time to time, during

the recess, the encouraging news that State after State had held

Conventions, and while approving the action of their delegates

upon the platform, that they had reaccredited their delegates to

Baltimore ; and therefore we had every reason to suppose that they

would be welcomed back with rejoicing, and that we should once

more be a National Convention. But how deeply were these bright

hopes disappointed. The retirement of fifty-three delegates from

eight States had kept the voting control of the Convention in the

hands of those who followed the mad ambition of the leader who
had distracted and divided us ; and as if by cool design to add

injury and insult to a denial of equality of rights, the delegates ac-

credited by new credentials were denied admission to our Convention,

for no other reason than that it was supposed that they would vote

agamst Mr. Douglas as the nominee. All this you have heard and
read. I will only call your attention to one or two cases. Take
the case of Georgia, for example, if you please. The State of

Georgia had called together a large State Convention of the repre-

sentatives of the Democracy, regularly chosen ; had by a vote of

more than six to one reaccredited the old delegates to Baltimore
;

but from that Convention of 280 delegates, in Georgia, about 40
had seceded, and chosen a new set of delegates ; the Convention at

Baltimore voted to neutralize the vote of Georgia by dividing the

vote equally between the bogus and the regular delegates ; and
also gave the entire vote of the State to the bogus delegates, in case

the regular delegates declined to vote. In your own delegation,

the author of the Cincinnati platform,—the old war-horse of the

Democracy of New England—the man who, to use the language of

our eloquent standard-bearer, had literally " scaled every mountain
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and swam every river " in New England, in the advocacy of Dem-
ocratic principles, and to give success to Democratic candidates

—

was thrust from that Convention upon a mere suspicion that he

would not vote for Stephen A. Douglas. You know, indeed, that

there was another pretence—but it was mere pretence. Mr. Hallett

was your delegate ; a severe domestic affliction had prevented his

attendance at Charleston, and upon his request his substitute had

occupied his seat. Mr. Hallett assumed his seat at E^altimore, reg-

ularly accredited ; but his substitute drove him, by vote of the Con-
vention, from his seat, for the reason that the substitute would vote

for Stephen A. Douglas, and it was feared that Mr. Hallett would

not so vote. When the Democracy of several States were thus

disfranchised—when such wrongs were perpetrated—then it was
that the remaining delegates—from seventeen States—with very few
exceptions, retired, and the consummation of the Charleston disrup-

tion was achieved.

Now, gentlemen, what were we, as your delegates, to do .'' By
the vote of the Convention, no nomination could be made by a two-

thirds vote—therefore a new departure ?7iust be taken. We chose

to follow where Democratic principles led. Sixteen of your dele-

gates joined in the adoption of the majority Democratic platform,

offered by seventeen States, at Charleston; and in the nomination of

the noble ticket of Breckinridge and Lane. [Applause.] Did we
do right, or did we do wrong ? You have examined our platform

;

you have, by your action this day, approved it in all its parts. Now
let us, for a moment, look at our candidates. It has been said that

they are disnnionists—Breckinridge and Lane disunionists ! W^hy,

gentlemen, a disunionist could not find, in the State of Kentucky,

disunion air enough to sustain political life for a moment. The
ancestry of John C. Breckinridge, from Witherspoon to this day, on

the paternal and the maternal side alike, have all been the devoted

advocates and supporters of our Federal Union. Follow your can-

didate from his first appearance upon the active stage of life, and

you cannot find a single act that is not full of patriotic devotion to

our confederacy. Behold him surrounded by all the ties that bind

men to domestic life—with a young wife and family—^just entering

upon a brilliant professional career, amid kindred and friends. Be-

hold him thus situated when the " blast of war sounds in his

ears ;

" when tidings come that the little army of the Republic

was in danger on the inhospitable fields of Mexico. With what
alacrity he tore himself from wife, from home, from profession,

from personal comfort and profit, to enlist as a volunteer to rescue

from peril your armies, and to save untarnished the flag and the

honor of these States. Was this the act of a disunionist ? See

him returning from the battle-field, quietly laying down his com-
mission to resume, unostentatiously, his profession ; observe how
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quickly the gallant sons of Old Kentucky forced him into political

life ; follow and observe him doing battle for the Constitution and

for Democratic principles, in the Legislature of Kentucky, on the

floor of the House of Representatives, at Washington ; witness his

enthusiastic nomination at the Cincinnati Convention. At that Con-
vention, were the whole part}'' disunionists ? Again, observe with

what noble bearing and statesmanlike dignity he has presided over

that august body—the Senate—for the last three years
; hear him,

when the Senate were about to leave the old Senate Chamber to

take possession of the new Senate Hall, speak in words of moving
eloquence of your Webster, of Clay, Calhoun, and their compeers,

who had fought the battles of the giants for our Constitution and
Union ; hear him invoke the blessings of heaven upon our Union

—

'our confederacy; hear him express the hope, in language that stirs

the depths of the soul, that when those halls should moulder in

decay, that another Senate might find still newer halls in which to

legislate over these and other added States, in more extended and
perpetuated union. Observe and ponder, and then tell me if these

are the acts or words of a disunionist ? Nay, more, hear him say

to those with whom he has dwelt from childhood, that he " never

uttered a word or breathed a thought not full of devotion to the

Union." [Applause.]

How about honest Joe Lane ? Was he a disunionist when he
met the hostile charge of your enemies on the battle-field of Buena
Vista? Was he a disunionist when he traversed the almost unex-
plored regions west of the Mississippi to organize a Territorial gov-

ernment on the distant shores of the Pacific? Has he won the

character of a disunionist by any such word or deed while uphold-

ing the equality of the States and the people of all the States, upon
the floor of the Senate Chamber? No, no, gentlemen. What two
men, of the age of these two, in our country, could we have
selected, who have evinced more strikinglv, fidelity to our Union ?

What two that can more stir the spirit of a patriot, as he reviews

their acts, words, and deeds in your behalf? Let us then testify our

own devotion to our country by doing all that we can to sustain the

noble candidates whom we support, while we at the same time, and
by the same action, rebuke this foul demon of detraction, which
would sacrifice personal character, patriotic merit, the Democratic
party, the Union itself, to gratify a mad and hot ambition.

Thanking you for the patient and cheering manner in which you
have heard me, I bid you God speed in the noble cause of battling

for the equal rights of the people of the States, under the leadership

of Breckinridge and Lane.
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The appointment of a Committee of five to notify Gen. Butler,

of his nomination was agreed upon, and the Chair constituted the

Committee as follows:

—

Messrs. J. H. Berret, of Roxbury, B. F. Hallett, of Boston, E. S.

Williams, of Newburyport, Richard Frothingham, Jr., of Charles-

town, and W. W. Comstock, of Middleboro'.

COMPLETION OF THE STATE TICKET.

CoL. Brodhead, of Brookhne, from the Committee to complete

the State ticket, presented the following report :

For Lieutenant Governor

:

DAVID N. CARPENTER, of Greenfield.

Secretary of State :

W. W. COMSTOCK, of Middleboro'.

Attorney General :

G. WASHINGTON WARREN, of Charlestown,

Treasurer :

GEORGE DENNETT, of Boston.

Auditor :

J. W. MANSUR, of Fitchburg.

For Electors at Large :

C. W. CHAPIN, of Springfield, and

EBEN SUTTON, of Danvers.

C. O. Osgood, Esq., of Ne,wburyport, moved that the appoint-

ment of the District Electors be referred to the several Districts.

CoL. Isaac H. Wright moved, as an amendment, that the Dis-

trict Conventions report to the State Central Committee, the names

of Electors chosen. The motion was so amended and carried.

On motion of Dr. Howe, the State Committee was authorized to

call District Conventions, to nominate Electors and Members of

Congress.
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STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE.

SUFFOLK—
First,

Second,

Third,

Fourth,

Fifth,

ESSEX—
First,

Second,

Third,

Fourth,

Fifth,

JIIBBLESEX—
First,

Second,

Third,

Fourth,

Fifth,

Sixth,

WORCESTER—
Central,

Southeast,

SoutMvest,

Northeast,

HAMPDEN—
Western,

Eastern,

CHARLES A. DAVIS, of Chelsea
;

GEORGE W. PARMENTER, of Boston

;

JAMES RILEY, of Boston

;

MOSES CLARK, of Boston
;

BENJAMIN LEWIS, of Boston.

H. DURANT, of Lynn;
GEORGE B. LORING, of Salem

;

J. C. HOWE, of Haverhill;

E. S. WILLIAMS, of Newburyport

;

J. J. BURNS, of Gloucester.

ROBERT GARDNER, of Charlestown;

J. DUTTON RUSSELL, of Riighton
;

JOHN CLARK, of Framingham
;

W. W. WILD, of Concord;

A. HANSCOM, of Medford;

T. A. CROWLEY, of Lowell.

JAMES S. WOODWORTH, of Worcester

;

NAHUM MORSE of Uxbridge
;

LYMAN SHELDON, of Webster

;

IRA CARLTON, of Eitchburg.

Two vacancies.

W. W. JOHNSON, of Chicopee
;

ABIJAH W. CHAPIN, of Springfield.

HAMPSHIRE AND FRANKLIN—
Hampshire, 0. G. COUCH, of South Hadley

;

Franklin, JOS. S. GRINNELL, of Greenfield.

BERKSHIRE—
North,

South,

NORFOLK—
North,

East,

West,

BRISTOL—
North,

South,

West,

PLYMOUTH—
North,

South,

Middle,

JOHN M. COLE, of WiUiamstown

;

JONATHAN F. COOKE, of Lee.

MATTHEW FOLEY, of Roxbury

;

A. L. CUSHING, of Randolph

;

E. R. WHITTAKER, of Needham.

SAMUEL M. TINKHAM, of Taunton;

ISAAC C. TABER, of New Bedford;

P. W. LELAND, of Fall River.

JOHN WILSON, Jr, of Cohasset

;

W. W. COMSTOCK, of Middleboro'

;

H. L. COLLAMORE, of Kingston.

CAPE DISTRICT—
IRA DARROW, of Edgartown

;

S. B. PHINNEY, of Barnstable.
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On motion of Mr. Andros, of Brookline, the State Central Com-

mittee was authorized to fill vacancies in the State ticket nominated.

On motion of Col. Wright, the State Central Committee was

authorized to fill vacancies in its own body, and to receive votes of

substitutes in place of the principals, when the latter might be absent.

RoswELL Gleason, Esq., from the Committee on Credentials, re-

ported that two hundred and one towns were represented by one

THOUSAND AND THIRTY THREE delegates.

A vote of thanks to the officers of the Convention was unanimously

adopted.

On motion of Maj. Phinney, of Barnstable, it was resolved, that

the proceedings of the Convention be published in the Democratic

papers of the State.

On motion of the same gentleman, it was voted, that when the Con-

vention adjourned, it should adjourn to meet in the mass meeting, in

the evening.

On motion of Col. Wright, it was resolved, that the members of

the Several Senatorial Districts be empowered to call the District

Conventions, that the members representing the several counties be

authorized to call the County Conventions, and that those represent-

ino- the Councillor Districts be authorized to call Councillor Conven-

tions.

The Convention then, at a few minutes before fiye, adjourned

—

the President having, in the meantime, made a few remarks of a con-

gratulatory character upon the highly auspicious manner in which

an organization for the campaign had been secured.
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The weather, daring the day of the Convention, was of an extreme-

ly disagreeable character, but not until evening did the storm become

so severe as to keep most people within doors. The rain fell in tor-

rents for many hours, and driven by a high wind, it was an exceed-

ingly unwelcome companion to the pedestrian. It would not have

been strange if, on such a night, it had been found advisable to post-

pone a political gathering, but the interest felt in the meeting which

the National Democracy had called, for the purpose of ratifying the

nominations made by their delegates, rendered a postponement, in this

case, entirely unnecessary. The lower floor of the Tremont Temple

was well filled at an early hour, and at 8 o'clock but a very few

seats, in the large galleries, remained untaken. A band of music was

in attendance, and the first popular demonstrations of the evening

were created by the entrance of processions composed of members

of the Jackson Club, No. 1, with music.

Shortly after 8 o'clock, the meeting was called to order by A. L.

CusHiNG, Esq., Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements, who

) spoke as follows

:

REMARKS OF A. L. CUSHING, ESQ.

National Democrats of Massachusetts! This numerous assem-

bly of the sterhng Democracy of our beloved Commonwealth, notwith-

standing the violence of the storm without, is well calculated to in-

spire, with renewed hope, the hearts of all lovers ofour common coun-

try. We have gathered together here, this evening, for the purpose

of ratifying the nomination of John C. Breckinridge and Joseph

Lane, to the offices of President and Vice President of the United

States, made by the great National Democratic party of the Union,

recently assembled in convention, at Baltimore—also to ratify the
f
ro-

ceedings of the Convention which assembled in this Hall, this day, than
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which a more numerous, intelligent, and enthusiastic, never was held

within the borders of this Commonwealth.

Truly, that gathering of the Democracy will be looked upon by us

with pride and joy— when in the enjoyment of its resultant good we
call to mind its harmony and determined zeal, speaking to us of Insti-

tutions made permanent, and a Country glorious in its strength and

power, by the successive triumphs of true Democratic principles.

I see faces before me, gentlemen, old familiar faces, always seen by

me gathering in aid of our principles when assailed by open enemies,

or sinking in the foul embrace of ancient freesoilism, or modern re-

pubUcanism. These faces cheer and strengthen me—and almost tempt

me to break through the arrangements of this evening, and myself

talk to you a litUe of those principles and that country, so dear to us

all, but I must resist the temptations and yield to others, after propos-

ing for your acceptance as Officers of this meeting.

OFFICERS OF THE RATIFICATION MEETING.

President—Hon. Daniel Saunders, Jr., of Lawrence.

Vice Presidents

:

ISAAC EMERY, of Boston,
JAMES B. RGBS, "

EDWARD D. CLARK, "

B. F. PALMER. «

PATRICK RILEY, "
HENRY DURANT, of Lynn,
PAUL D. PATCH, of Hamilton,
GEORGE JOHNSON , of Bradford,

E. S. WILLIAMS, of Newburyport,
W. P. DOLLIVER, of Gloucester,

G. WASHINGTON WARREN, of Charlestown,
GEORGii K. HOOPER, of Watertown,
HUGH McAVOY, of Lowell,
GEORGE W. HODGES, of Oxford,
LYMAN SHELDON, of Webster,
SI'EPHEN W. MAiNSUR, of Fitchburg,

REUBEN NOBLE, of Westfield,
SAMUEL SMITH, of Springfield,

H. H. CHILSON, of Northampton,

D. W. CARPENTER, of Greenfield,
SETH NIM8, of Amherst,
F. A. BROWN, of Sheffield,

ROSWELL GLEASON, of Dorchester,
S. M. TINCKAM, of Taunton,
J. D. THOMPSON, of New Bedford,
ABEL CUSHING, of Dorchester,
P. W. LELAND, of Fall River,
ALEXANDER LINCOLN, of H-ngham,
W. W. COMSTOCK, of Aliddleboro',
GODFREY RIDER, of Provincetown,
S. B. PHINNEY, of Barnstable,
IRA HARROW, of Edgartown,
CHANDLER SPRAGUE, of N. Bridgewater,
DR. PETER RENTON, of Boston,
HENRY WILLIS, of Roxbury,
ALFRED KITTKEDGE, of Haverhill,
CYRUS WASHBURN, of Boston.

Secretaries :

ANDREW MACKIE, Jr.. of New Bedford, I hR. W. B MILLER, of Springfield
H. W. DWIGHT, of Siockbridgc, MR. HART, of Hingham,
GEORGE W. WALES, of Randolph,

| DR. J, C. HOWE, of Haverhill.

The reading of the names was repeatedly interrupted by hearty

applause.

On the pleasure of the meeting being asked, it was unanimously

decided that the above named gentlemen should act in the capacities

specific''.
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ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT SAUNDERS.

Mr. Saunders, in taking the chair, said he heartily thanked them
for the honor conferred on him, in his thus being called upon to pre-

side at so large a meeting of his fellow-citizens. [Applause.] After

referring to the nomination of Messrs. Breckinridge and Lane, he
said they were assembled there to-night to pledge their united support

in favor of the true Democratic nominees,

—

Breckinridge and
Lane,—who were the recognized and acknowledged leaders of the

Democratic party. Gentlemen, we are assembled here to-night to

support the true interests of our country, and in pledging ourselves to

support Breckinridge and Lane we also pledge ourselves to sup-

port that party which has made this Union as great as it is, and to

which it owes its prosperity. I say, gentlemen, that we pledge our-

selves to support the Union—a Union not merely of independent
States, bound together by acts of confederation—but a Union of sen-

timent and feehng, of hearts and hands, which binds us together,

North, South, East, and West, as one people, one Union, entitled to

equal rights. [Applause.] We come to pledge our support of those

men nominated to-day. [Applause.] They are so well known to

you, that I need not say one word in their favor. We come to renew
our feelings for that good old Democratic party, which has so long

guided the Ship of State through in triumph and success. The pol-

icy and principles of the Democratic party of this Union have added
much to its progress and advancement. And while it shall always
declare war upon disunionism, and while our duty shall always teach

us to adhere to the principles of law and order, and while we shall

do this, we, gentlemen, pledge ourselves to stand by this united con-

federacy—and to fight under her banner till death or victory shall be
the consequence. We follow the right and know no wrong. We,
gentlemen, are satisfied with our party ; and so far as we are concern-

ed, we know no other party which has the interest of our country at

heart. But I am here, not to make a speech. I arose merely to

thank you for the honor I have received at your hands. Now I shall

take my seat that you may listen to the eloquence of a Gushing and
a Hallett, [applause] and permit me to say that the experience of the

past and the hopes of the future point to Breckinridge and Lane,
the leaders of our party, to secure us Union, Equality, and contin-

ued prosperity. [Great applause.] The speaker then concluded by
calling on the Vice Presidents to take their seats on the platform, as

also those delegates who took part in the Convention which nomina-
ted Breckinridge and Lane.

The speaker had scarce concluded his remarks before cries arose

for *'Cushing! Gushing! Gushing!" and after a short delay that gen-

tleman made his appearance and was received with three hearty

cheers.

3
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ADDRESS OF HON. CALEB GUSHING.

Gentlesien :—I advance, not without reluctance, to address you

this evening, on the subject of the pending canvass for the office of

President of the United States. It is a task, which nothing but the

just claims of political and personal friends could have induced me,

at this particular juncture, to undertake, and which nothing but your

kind reception and candid attention will reconcile me to perform.

In the first place 1 have been unwell, and want strength, as yet, for ex-

temporaneous discourse and rhetorical exertion. In the second place,

it irks me to add my voice to the dissonant din of partizan orators, and

the confused clamor of hostile factions with which the air and the earth

are A'exed and tormented. It irks me still more to attempt to rea-

son, discuss, argue, convince, persuade, when those of my country-

men, on whose minds it would be desirable to act, the sincere friends

of the Constitution and the Union, are perversely playing at cross

purposes,—groping about in the dark without intelligent aim,—nay,

fighting together in blind rage, too passionately eager to stop to inquire

who is friend and who is foe. I am not presumptuous enough to as-

sume that any thing said by me at such a time, will be heard with

conviction, if heard at all, by those who diflfer from me in opinion.

In the course of a few weeks, when the illusory expectations enter-

tained by the partizans of Mr. Bell and Mr. Douglas shall have been

dispelled by the State elections which have, or shall have occured in

Vermont, California, Maine, Georgia, Mississippi, Florida, South Car-

olina, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Minnesota and Iowa, then, and

not until then, many of us who are present adversaries, but ought

to be associates, may find opportunity and time to reason together in-

telligently, and to consult profitably, as to the means of preventing

the detriment to the Republic. Until then, the best we can respec-

tively do is to keep our tempers, to avoid reciprocal irritation, and
thus to be held ready for what it may hereafter behoove us to do,

and which there will be sufficient occasion for us to do, as fellow-cit-

izens and as common devotees of the constitution. Such are the feel-

ings and purposes which actuate me in submitting to you, this evening,

not so much an argument for or against either of the candidates lor

the Presidency now before us, or discussion with the partisans of Mr.

Lincoln, Mr. Bell, or Mr. Douglas, as simply a plain statement, to in-

volve no eloquence, and as little argument as possible, of the consid-

erations which impel me, and political friends in cooperation with me,

to support and advocate the nomination of Mr. Breckinridge and

Mr. Lane. That, and that only, is my present theme.

The United States are in the full enjoyment, at this time, of im-

mense material prosperity. Some of the States, it is true, are tem-

porarily embarrassed, by the over-earnest zeal with which they have

pushed on the construction of railroads and other works of internal
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improvement. But those works have been constructed; they are

monuments of public spirit, as well as invaluable instruments of pub-

lic welfare. And the bounteous hand of Nature, in the rich harvests

she furnishes, will soon liquidate the balances of indebtedness even of

the most indebted States. I repeat, then, we are in the full enjoy-

ment of immense prosperity.

Let us not, however, delude ourselves with the idea that this pros-

perity is attributable, either wholly or in chief part, to our pecuhar

political institutions. These contribute to the results ; and they do

but contribute. Brazil is not a Republic nor a Confederation; and

siill, in territorial greatness, and in relative material prosperity, it par-

allels the United States. The British Colonies in Australia and

America are not independent nations; and yet they also are scarcely

less prosperous than the United States. Nay, the Spanish Colonies

of to-day, Cuba and the Philippine Islands, as was the case with the

Spanish Colonies of the Continent before their independence, might

well vie in prosperity with the present condition of the United

States.

What, then, is ihe main cause of all this prosperity? It is mainly

due, in my judgment, to geographical circumstances. This fact, and

this only, cheapness and abundance of rich land, is common to the

United States, to Brazil, and the British and Spanish Colonies in

America, Asia, and Australia. We, the European occcupants of all

these countries, have had the virgin soil of new worlds to cultiA^ate

and exploit; in a word, we have been skimming the cream from off

the surface of vast continents or great semi-continental islands. Of
course we prospered ; and from the superabundance of our own pro-

ductions, mineral, marine, agricultural, we have not only enriched our

selves, but stimulated and revivified the resources of our native Eu-
rope.

The prosperity of the United States is next mainly due to social

facts. In those regions of America, of Asia and of Australia, adapt-

ed by climate and soil to European labor, such as Canada and the

other northern British Colonies, and the extreme northern and the ex.

treme southern Spanish Colonies, we have introduced European la-

bor, either in the persons of ourselves, the first colonii-ts and founders

of the new societies, or of the Europeans who have aggregated them-

selves to us; and, in the tropical or semi-tropical regions, not adapted

by climate and soil to European labor, such as all the European Col-

onies of the West Indies, and the Spanish, Dutch, French, and Por-

tuguese Colonies of Africa, Asia, and the warmer parts of the con-

tinential North and South America, we have employed or introduced

colored laborers of American, African, or Asiatic race, to live in cli-

mates congenial to them, and cultivate the soil they alone are able to

cultivate. Hence the prosperity, in opposite conditions, of Australia

on the one hand, and of Cuba on the other; hence the prosperity of
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Brazil ; hence the prosperity of the whole of Spanish America, and
of the French and British West Indies, before the governing race

there became besotted with the chimerical idea of equalizing the po-
litical condition of the white and colored men ; and hence, above all,

the unsurpassed prosperity of the United States, one-half of them
in temperate regions of America, adapted to European labor, and the

other half in a semi-tropical region, were colored labor, and that

alone, and that only with Europeans to govern and to direct, can pro-

duce the gre.it colonial staples, which, added to metals and cereals,

enable the United States alone to have that comprehensive complete-
ness of resources, which is wanting in the other great Europeanized
regions of America and Asia.

And, if the United States are greater and more prosperous than
Brazil, or the British or Spanish Colonies in Asia or America, it is

because of this comprehensive completeness of our resources, this

complementary fitness of the different parts of the country, this beau-

j
tiful harmony of interests, this co-existence, under the same general

I government, of the colder region of the Northern States, and the

I

warmer ones of the Southern States, with their respective natural

\
productions.

With all this, we have political institutions of admirable theoretic

organization and supreme practical excellence ; institutions, the nat-

ural growth of the country and its people, as the oak or the pine is of
its native place ; institutions, which have contributed, so far as insti-

tutions can, to public or private welfare; institutions which presup-

pose diversities of climate, soil, and race, with consequent diversities

of industrial and social organization; institutions, of which confeder-

ated States, unequal in power, and with variant social systems, is

the prominent feature, the fundamental fact, the very essence and
spirit; institutions, which served us well when we were but thirteen

poor and feeble States, and which serve us as well when we are thir-

ty-three wealthy, powerful, and proud States.

Consider, also, that of solemn catastrophes and tragic terrors, with
which God in his providence sometimes visits nations, none have

touched us : neither plague, pestilence, nor famine ; neither civil war,

nor invasion,—"malice, domestic or foreign levy ;" neither earth-

quake nor fire from heaven ; no confiscations of property or proscrip-

tions of citizens ; no barbaric incursions ; neither revolutions nor

massacres; in a word, nothing of all those dire calamities, which
glare upon us horrifically in the moving pages of ancient and mod-
ern history, and which are daily passing before our eyes, far from our

own felicitous land, in the other countries of America, Europe, and
Asia. Thanks be to thee, oh God, who has hitherto stayed thine

hand and mercifully forborne to smite these United States!

. And yet we are unhappy, oh, supremely unhappy,—oh, superla-

tively unhappy ! Are not thousands of itinerant orators, and millions
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of newspaper sheets assuring us that everything is wrong, and must) J^
be changed ? Are not eloquent men telling us that things are so'

wrong that revolution, and civil war, and massacre, and conflagration

are to be deliberately sought for instead ? Are not pretended pious

men presuniptously calling down all these and worse calamities upon

us, and invoking vengeance on their own country in such terms of

invective and fury as were fit only for one of the old Israelites to

apply to accursed Moab or Edom?

To begin, we have a multitude of public men, professed constitu-

tional statesmen, Senators and Representatives in Congress, Gover-

nors of States, members of State Legislatures, capable Editors, and
other guides and exponents of Public opinion, who maintain that diver-

sity in the forms of labor in the United States—subject colored la- ^^
bor in the torrid zones, and free white labor in the temperate zonesV <
—is an unspeakable misfortune ; that out of it springs a necessaryU

irrepressible conflict between the Northern and the Southern States^
and that so the Northern States must be stirred up to this conflidTf^,

and urged forward in it, until, by force or by fraud, by hook or by
|

crook, there shall be but one description of labor in all the United j
States. Of this opinion, Mr. Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, is the

initiator, and of this numerous class of unhappy persons, Senator
Seward, of New York, is the corypheus. He is now traversing the,

country, busily preaching up the doctrine of sectional animosity and) y
strife. I doubt not that he and other apostles of this gospel of

hatred, can, if they continue faithfully to try, do much to produce
conflict between the different States of the Union, by misrepresent-

ing them to one another, and thus making each to imagine the other

its enemy; but how ignoble is such a mission of discord and mis-

chief, for such a man as William H. Seward !

He and his political associates and followers are the founders and
the statesmen of the Republican party, which, with Mr. Lincoln as

its candidate for the Presidency, are assuming that by and through
him they are to attain the control of the Federal Government. They"
consist of disjointed fragments of all past or present parties, with

|

discordant opinions on great leading questions of the day, as well as I

with different political antecedents, and are consociated only by the I

one common sentiment of hostility of feeling, if not of act and pur-
j

pose, towards the institutions of fifteen of the thirty-three States of/
the Union. ^

I repeat—these public men, and their party followers, have but the\
one common ligament of hostility of feeling, if not of act or pur- \
pose, towards the local institutions of fifteen Siates of the Union. I

The feeling is avowed and certain. How is the purpose or act ? I

I say that the bitter denunciation of the institutions, and indeed of
j

their fellow-citizens of the Southern States, which pervades their
j

speeches and writings, is itself hostility of act; it tends to incite the/

i

i
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/'subject population of the Southern States to insurrection ; it influ-

ences such men as John Brown and his companions to plan and to

attempt hostile incursions into the Southern States; and it is con-

trary to the spirit of the Constitution, which contemplates and

lenjoins peaceful relations between all the States.

/ But the hostility of act and purpose, which animates the Repub-

'licans, does not stop at rancorous denunciation and viturperation of

the South, and violation of the spirit of the Union. In those States

in which the Republicans have complete power, they have deliber-

ately and of set design nullified the provisions ot the Constitution and

the acts of Congress specially designed for the protection of the rights

of the Southern States. They have taken away from citizens of the

Southern States their constitutional right of sojourn and transit with

their servants and property. They have nullified, so far as they

could, the constitutional right of reclamation of fugitives from service.

The Republicans of Massachusetts, even as at present organized,

have twice deliberately reaflSrmeci, and once deliberately re-enacted,

unconstitutional provisions of the nullification laws, originally passed

in the dark days of the Saturnalia of Know Nothingism. Can the

Federal Government be entrusted to the unholy hands of such men?
But they profess to be constitutional statesmen, and continually

affirm that, although they are laboring to conquer the South by force

of numbers, yet they mean no harm to the South when conquered,

and will do none. In so professing, they impliedly admit that the

pretences of political change which they put forward are hypocritical

;

or if sincere, that they are blind to the necessary consequences of

their opinions and acts.

. For instance, they ostentatiously profess their horror of slave labor,

(and loudly denounce the laws and all observers of the laws, by which

slave labor is maintained, but at the same time pretend that the only

practical thing they aim at is to prevent the extension of slavery into

the new Territories. If so, their premises are infinitely too large for

their conclusions, and it is foolish to agitate the country upon the

I

general question for the sake of this very limited application of it.

'Besides which, to leave the slave a slave, and merely strive to prevent

'his change of residence, is but a paltry conclusion of all these high-

' sounding professions of tender love for the African.

' Again : they announce, in pompous phrase, that, according to

their creed, " freedom is national and. slavery is sectional." But

nearly every thing which exists in the United States exists sec-

tionally,and in virtue of its location in some State. So, all the banks in

Boston, and all the manuftacturing companies in Lowell and Lawrence,

are sectional, becausethey exist in sole virtue of a law or laws of

Massachusetts ; but are they any the less national interests ?

Again, they say much of " free labor for free men." Do they

mean by this that freemen, and they alone, shall have labor in the
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United States ? If so, their purposes and aims are manifestly uncon-
stitutional ; and if not, then the phrase is merely a senseless party

catch-word.

They declaim against what they call the " slave oligarchy." Ei-

ther that masks a purpose of unconstitutionally intermeddling with A
the legal rights of the people of the South, or else it is a mere phrase / ^
of insult and malice, which, as many a labor-strike abroad and at

home shows, is capable of being retorted with fearful force against

every proprietor and capitalist in the Northern States.

In a word, all these party cries and watchwards of the Republican
party are either false pretences, or else they are the cover of intended
assault on the constitutional rights of the Southern States.

What is the truth in this matter ? Do the statesmen of the Re-
publican party, the sworn observers of the Constitution, such as Sen-
ators and Representatives in Congress, Governors and Legislators of

States, when they declaim so angrily against slave labor, do they

really mean anything or do they not ?

I think the answer to this question is to be found in the fact that

the Republican party consists of two distinct ingredients not com-
bined, but only temporarily coalesced, namely : those persons, nu-
merous in New England, and parts of the Union colonized from
New England, who are monomaniac theorists on the subject of liber-

ty and equality—and other persons who care very little for the sub-

ject negro, but much for themselves, and who, seeing this hobby-
horse trained to their hands by the negrophilist zealots, mount upon
it to ride into power.

Of the first class, the liberty men proper, who attack slavery avow-
edly, sincerely, and with a single purpose, and professedly mean to

abolish it if they can, there are two subdivisions ; first, those, who,
like Mr. Spooner, have reasoned themselves into the unreason of dis-

covering abolition in the Constitution ; and secondly, those who, like

Mr. Garrison and Mr. Phillips, with clear perception of legal truth,

perceive that negro servitude is protected by the Constitution, and
who, therefore, with perfect logical sequence of thought, attack and
seek to overthrow the Constitution.

Thus, in sum, we have three sets of thinkers and actors engaged
in this sectional assault on the Southern States, namely, those, who,\
like Mr. Seward, profess to think that the Constitution forbids

'

them to meddle with slave labor within the States, but yet are con-i
stantly meddling with it ; those, who, like Mr. Spooner, think the
Constitution authorizes and requires them to meddle, and therefore

do it ; and those, who, like Mr. Phillips, think the Constitution stands
in their way, and therefore attack the Constitution.

I declare that of these three sets of Anti-Slavery reasoners or de-
claimers, it seems to me that Mr. Phillips is most entitled to consid-

eration for apparent sincerity and logical thought ; Mr. Spooner
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inext most ; but that, as to the first class, the Republican statesmen

of the two Houses of Congress, who are perpeiually playing on the

single-stringed fiddle of Anti-Slavery agitation, and who yet profess to

adopt the received construction of the Constitution, it is impossible

for me to believe in their sincerity without discredit of their intelli-

gence, or to believe in their intelligence without discredit of their

sincerity.

And thus it is that one of the acutest Anti-Slavery writers of the

day, in a pamphlet before me, speaking of the four different factions

now contending for the possession of the government, says :

" Of all these factions the Republican is the most thoroughly sense-

less, baseless, inconsistent, and insincere. It has no constitutional

principle to stand upon, and it lives up to no moral ones. * * *

The Republicans are double-faced, double-tongued, hypocritical, and

inconsistent to the last degree. * * * Duplicity and deceit

seem to be regarded as their only available capital. This results from

the fact that the faction consists of two wings, one favorable to liber-

ty, the other to slavery ; neither of them alone strong enough for

success ; and neither of them honest enough to submit to present

defeat for their principles. How to keep these two wings together

until they shall have succeeded in clutching the spoils and power of

office, is the great problem with the managers. The plan adopted is,

to make, on the one hand, the most desperate efforts to prove that

their consciences and all their moral sentiments are opposed to slave-

ry, and that they will do everything they constitutionally can against

it ; and, on the other, to make equally desperate efforts to prove that

they have the most sacred reverence for the Constitution, and that

the Constitution gives them no power whatever to interfere with

slavery in the States. So they cry to one wing of their party, ' Put

us in power and we will do everything we constitutionally can for lib-

erty.' To the other wing they say, ' Put us in power
;
you can do

it with perfect safety to slavery ; for, c institutionally, we can do

nothing against it where it is.'
"

That is a graphic delineation of the ambiguous and equivocal pre-

dicament of the Republican party, either insincere or unconstitu-

tional. Meanwhile, it has deliberately made itself intensely sectional,

and therefore odious and dangerous. It has done this by its general

character of aggression on the South. It has done it by assembling

in convention s^ectionally constituted, that is, with representatives

wholly for the Northern States, or with but fictitious representatives

from two or three of the border Southern States. It has done it by

the singularly significant act of the Chicago Convention, in striking

out the word " National " from the name of the party, as proposed

by its committees, so as to make it " Republican Party " instead of
" National Republican Party." It has done it by taking both its
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candidates from the Northern States, notwithstanding that, consider-

ing the obscure and secondary pubHc character of Mr. Lincoln, the

nominee for President, persons quite as adequate to the Vice-Presi-

dency—such as Mr. Clny, of Kentucky, Mr. Winter Davis, of Mary-

land, or Mr. Blair, of Missouri—might have been selected in at least

the border Southern States. And if, for the sake of the odor of na-

tionality, it was worth while to receive into the Convention the dele-

gations from those States, it would seem for the same reason, to

have been worth v.hile to have the same States represented by one

of the candidates. But the irrepressible tendency of sectionalism,

and the silent but deeply conscious abolitionism and unconstitutional

Anti-Slavery spirit, which pervaded the Convention, compelled it, not

only to overlook the South in its nominations, but to go as far North

and East as possible in quest of the candidate for Vice-President. ^
For it is idle to pretend to deny or disguise it—every man in his^

heart knows it, and events incontrovertibly prove—that the motive

power of the Republican party, its master-spring, its vital spirit, isj

Anti-Slavery fanaticism. The party lives, moves, and lias its being^

in that one idea. The straight-forward and single-minded Anti-Slave-

ry men, like Mr. Garrison, Mr. Phillips and Mr. Spooner, who pro-

vide the Anti-Slavery thoughts and kindle the Anti-Slavery em.tions,

on which the Republican party exists, are accustomed to speak with

contempt of the self-contradictory opinions, equivocal pretences, and

double-dealing arguments, of the political members of the party, and
not seldom to speak with contempt of these politicians themselves ; to

all which these politicians have to submit with what grace they may
;

for their position, wavering between fealty to the Constitution and

Anti-Slavery agitation, is a false one, and they cannot stand firm on it

either for offence or defence ; they carinot carry an election any

where without the votes of the headlong and unreasoning Anti-Slavery

zealots; if they equivocate they are denounced ; if they hesitate or

falter, others more zealous push before them ; and thus the modest

and rational, as well as the timid and time-serving, are gradually

thrust aside or overpassed by the violent, the fanatical, or the astu-

ciously cold-blooded ambitious, who pretend to be fanatical, until

these at last are consumed in the fire of their own kindling, and over-

whelmed by the reactionary force of the material interests of socieiy,

which, when aroused to action, always triumph over the fanatics and
ideologists.

So in the Long Parliament, constitutional monarchy and episco-^-

palianism were displaced by parliamentary government and presbyte-

rianism, and these by military despotism. So in France, the consti-

tutional republic took the place of the constitutional monarchy ; and

the reign of terror took the place of the republic, until men gladly

fled for safety to the shelter of the cannon of Napoleon. So, again,

in France, red republicanism took the j^lace of constitutionalism, and
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then came, of course, another Napoleon. That is the world's histo

ry of all fanatical parties, whether the fanaticisms be religious or po-

litical, or mixed of both.

We have pertinent illustration of all this before us here in Massa-

chusetts, in the recent fact, of the nomination of Mr. John A. An-
drew for Governor, in preference to Mr. Henry L. Dawes,—Mr.
Dawes, it seems, is more thoughtful, or more timorous, or less direct

than Mr. Andrew. Mr. Andrew goes into the Legislature of Massa-
chusetts and there speaks unreservedly, confidently, fluently, and elo-

quently, in defence of the Anti-Slavery nullification laws of the Com-
monwealth. Nay, he steps forward without scruple or hesitation,

and boldly assumes the lead in the canonization of the half-demented

traitor, murderer, and robber, John Brown, the Abolitionist St John.

Being sound in the matter, he can afford to be civil in the manner

;

and so, in debate, he treats courteously and fairly all his opponents,

even reprobate me. Mr. Dawes, on the other hand, halts between

two opinions. He is infected with the taint of Anti-Slavery fanaticism,

and utters glibly enough all ttie ordinary and common-place phrases

of that school. At the same time, his mind is not vigorous enough,

of his will not resolute enough, or his conscience not self-deceptive

enough, to enable him to break wholly away from the convictions of

constitutionalism, which a legal education usually imparts. And
thus, he staggers and flounders in the founderous paths of equivoca-

tion, self-contradiction, troubled conscience, and consequent bad

temper. He showed all this, on the only occasion when he has ap-

peared conspicuously in debate on general politics, that is, early in

the last session of Congress. The nullification laws of Massachu-

setts, which Mr. Andrew regards as the honor and glory of the Re-

publican party, Mr. Dawes prevaricates, equivocates, and falsifies to

excuse the Republican party for, and to transfer the discredit thereof

to the Know Nothing party. Massachusetts Republicans, according

to him, abhor John Brown, and all their speech consists of tenderness

and love towards their fellow-citizens of the Southern States. Ha-
tred of slaveliolders ? No such emotion was ever felt or expressed,

by either clergyman or layman, man or woman, in Massachusetts.

Sound constitutionalism on the subject of slavery ? Why that, ac-

cording to Mr. Dawes, exists only in the breasts of the Republicans

of Massachusetts ! Having thus done his feeble best to give plausi-

ble seeming to what Mr. Spooner calls the " twelve-headed impos-

ture " of the creed of the "Jesuitical demagogues" of Republican-

ism, and so run the risk of weakening himself with the entire and

positive Anti-Slavery men, Mr. Dawes appears to have supposed that

he could repair all that by lashing himself into a factitious passion of

vulgar personal vituperation, mean calumniation, and elaborate mis-

representation of Mr. Cashing. Unlike Mr. Andrew, he could not

afford to treat his opponents with outspoken candor or even common
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decency. But all that availed him nothing. He is of a party in

which half way is no way, and to doubt is to die. Of course Mr.

Andrew, and not he, prevailed in the contention for the gubernatorial

candidature of Massachusetts. And that, if the Republican party

continue in power, is but the preparatory step to the future nomina-

tion of Mr. Wendell Phillips.

Such, then, is the double-faced character of the Republican party

of the United States. If its candidate, Mr. Lincoln, be elected Pre-\

sident, he will represent a party, the motive impulses and mechanical

forces of which reside in a band of religious and political enthusiasts,

the lineal inheritors of the religious and political ultraism of the Pu-

ritans of New England, and the Friends there and in other States^

Be it for praise or be it for blame, certain it is that this agitation is in

the blood and body of those two politico-religious sects. Mr. Lincoln

inherits from both ; and both reason away or openly renounce the

Constitution. Mr. Lincoln represents a party, also, which, even as to

such of its members as are not the avowed or unconscious enemies

of the Constitution, is nevertheless, merely and exclusively sectional

and geographical in the worst sense of the word ; a party, whose do-

mestic legislation, where it has power in the several States, is char-

acterized by the most odious acts of unconstitutionalism and nullifi-

cation ; a party, most of whose political speech consists of unpatriotic

and scandalous denunciation ot the people, and the institutions of

nearly half the States in the Union ; a party, which if it were to at-

tain the control of the Federal Government, would at once be placed

in the dilemma either of belying all its professed moral and political

principles, or of engaging, directly or indirectly, openly or insidiously,

in the systematic violation of the Constitution.

Furthermore, Mr. Lincoln, if elected, would be elected against the \

votes of a majority of the people of the United States; against the

unanimous vote of fifteen of the tliirty-three United States ; and \

against the vote of a majority of the people even of the other eigh- I

teen States. He would go into oftice without being able to rely on

the support of the House of Representatives, and v.'ith a resolute ma-
jority of the Senate opposed to him, capable of dictating to him who
the members of his Cabinet shall be, and capable of rejecting all 1

nominations he may make, all bills he may present, an 1 all treaties
|

he may negotiate. He would stand on legal theories repudiated by
j

all the judicial authorities, Supreme, Circuit, and District, of the whole/

United States.

Such a President, so elected, so situated in oflice, and represent-

ing such a party would be utterly impotent for good, and potent only

for the evil incidentally to ensue by reason of his necessary executive

imbecility, and, above all, by reason of the unconstitutional opinions

and purposes of the minority party, which alone he would represent,

even though constitutionally elected President of the United States.

In the prospect of the possible success of such a party and such a
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candidate, there is nothing but disaster to the country, and to every

portion of it, North, South, East, and West.

Do any practicable and honorable means exist, by which the elec-

tion of Mr, Lincoln may be prevented ? I thmk such means do ex-

ist,—that is, means to elect a constitutional and national candidate

by the votes either of the Electoral College, or of the House, or the

Senate. Let us see.

We know that in the fifteen Southern States, casting one himdred

and twenty electoral votes, Mr. Lincoln cannot obtain a single vote.

The whole number of electoral votes is three hundred and three, of

which one hundred and fifty-two are a majority. It needs, therefore,

out of the one hundred and eighty-two Northern votes to take away

from Mr. Lincoln but thirty-two, which, with the one hundred and

twenty at the South, which he can by no possibility get, would pre-

vent his election ; and if the one hundred and twenty Southern

votes, with the thirty-two Northern, could be cast for the same per-

son, that person would be President ; or, if divided among two or

more persons, then the election would devolve, in the first instance,

on the House of Representatives.

f I cannot stop to calculate here the series of consquences, if the re-

sult, in the first instance, should be merely to defeat Mr. Lincoln.

Suffice it now for me to say that, inconvenient as such a result might

be, and doubtful as it would be in its ultimate effect, whether to pro-

duce the election of one of the Presidential opponents of Mr. Lin-

coln by the House, or, in default of election by the House to raise

one ol the Vice-Presidential candidates to the Presidency by election

of the Senate—inconvenient and doubtful as all this is, still it is one

chance of escape from evil, and as such is a contingency fit to be con-

'Vsidered. Therefore it is that, little as I find to approve in the candi-

dature of Mr. Bell, and nmch as I find to condemn in the candida-

ture of Mr. Douglas, I frankly confess that, if it were in my power

to discover anywhere thirty-two electoral votes possible for either of

them, or if such thirty-two votes were in my hands to cast at will, I

would willingly have them given to Mr. Bell or Mr. Douglas, unless,

being cast for Mr. Breckinridge, they would elect Mr. Breckinridge.

But I declare I do not see how or where, in all the Northern States,

either Mr. Bell or Mr. Douglas is to obtain a single electoral vote, or

how it ever was possible, at any time, that either of them should have

obtained a single Northern vote, save and except by the aid and the

help of the friends of Mr. Breckinridge. I am not now discussing

the political character or pretensions of either Mr. I^ell or Mr. Doug-

las. I merely state an opinion as to availability. That opinion is

strikingly confirmed by the late elections in Vermont and Maine,

which show that Mr. Bell has no strength there, and Mr. Douglas no

special or personal strength, over and above the mere strength of the

Democratic party. That is to say, the Democratic party would have
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done at least as well in Vermont and Maine, and I think better, with
any other Democratic favorite for the Presidency. In fine, as to Mr.
Douglas, my opinion is, that, if he had been nominated at Baltimore,'

with regularity of form and substance, so as to make him the true

party nominee, which he was not ; or even if he had been nominated
without opposition at Charleston—he could not have carried a single

Northern State, nor more than one Southern. I think his own con-
fidence of self-assertion and the zeal of partisans, had gotten up for

him a semblance of personal strength at the North which he never
possessed, in fact; that his particular dogmas possess no strength

whatever at the North, and have from the beginning constituted a
sufficient insurmountable bar to his carrying a single Southern State,

except, perhaps, Missouri. With Mr. Douglas regularly in the field,

Mr. Lincoln would have swept the whole North, and some other per-

son might have been nominated at the South competent to sweep the
whole South. At any rate, in the present state of things, the elec-

tion of Mr. Douglas, either by the Electoral Colleges or by the House,
is a contingency manifestly and undeniably out of the limits of all

moral possibility, and his candidature serves no purpose save only to

distract the Democratic party in some of the Southern States, and in

those few of the Northern States in which there is any possibility

otherwise of defeating Mr. Lincoln.

Then, as to Mr. Bell :—In the first place, what Northern State
can he carry ? I do heartily and sincerely wish I could see one ; but
I do not. Vermont and Maine have already spoken for themselves
decisively on that point. In all the rest of New England, Mr. Bell

has no show of strength out of Massachusetts. Can he carry Massa-
chusetts ? Will Massachusetts accord even the poor boon of her
Vice Presidential vote to the highest and foremost of her living states-

men, Edward Everett ? Would that she might ! I will not say a
single word to chill the ardor of a single citizen of Massachusetts who
entertains the hope. What next? Possibilities of half a dozen
votes more or less to be grudgingly conceeded to Mr. Bell, it may be,

in a conjoint electoral ticket, by the friends of Mr. Breckinridge and
Mr. Douglas, in New York, and possibilities of a couple more of votes

of the same sort, in New Jersey. And that is all ; for neither in

Pennsylvania, nor in any of the States of the Northwest or of the Pa-
cific, is there the faintest shadow of a show of electoral votes for Mr.
Bell. He, therefore, cannot get the thirty-two needed Northern
votes necessary to elect him if he had in his hands the whole South.
Who, then, is to carry the South, the whole South ? If either of

the candidates can do this, he will approach so near to an election,

that he may reasonably hope for additional thirty-two votes at the
North to be given to him, or at all events to be cast against Mr. Lin-
coln. We have already seen, all the world sees and knows, that Mr.
Douglas has no electoral show at the South, outside of Missouri. If,
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as some of his partizans in the Southern States professedly intend to

do, they desert the Democratic party to vote for Mr. Bell—they will

"destroy Mr. Douglas without benefitting Mr. Bell. Strangely falla-

cious expectations are founded on this by the friends of Mr. Bell in

Massachusetts ; all these expectations assuming that the Southern

States in a body are to be frightened into voting for Mr. Bell by the

imputed disunionism of Mr. Breckinridge. I confidently believe that

these devises of faction will fail, and that the Democratic party of the

South will be victorious over all enemies, and return its unanimous

vote for Mr. Breckinridge. But, however that may be, I know that

Mr. Bell cannot obtain the unanimous vote of the South, even by rhe

aid of Democratic deserters, or by coalition with partisans of Mr.

Douglas—and therefore, I know that Mr. Bell cannot possibly be

elected President.

What remains? I say that, dealing now only with the question of

election by the Electoral Colleges, Mr. Breckinridge, and he alone,

exhibits any chances or possibilities of success against Mr. Lincoln.

/You know well that I earnestly desire, and shall do all in my power

/to promote, the election of Mr. Breckinridge, either by the Electoral

Colleges or by the House of Representatives. I support him as the

only true expression of the constitutional party opinions either of the

Democratic party or of the country ; as the only true nominee of the

Democratic States ; and as the only true representative of the Dem-
ocratic electors of the Democratic States. But I support him, also,

and above all, because, in my opinion, the support of him is the only

direct means of defeating the Republican party, counteracting its un-

constitutional aims and projects, and inverting disaster from the Un-
yion.

I say, with absolute confidence, there is no other path of safety but

this. The candidature of Mr. Douglas serves but to divide the Dem-
ocratic party ; he cannot be elected. The candidature of Mr. Bell

serves but the purpose of dividing the South; he cannot be elected.

Mr. Breckinridge, and he alone, can, if properly supported, carry the

1 South ; and in that case there is good cause to exert ourselves, with

I fair prospects of success, to obtain for him the additional thirty-two

' votes in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, California, and Oregon, if not in

New York, and so to make him President.

f To commence then, let the fifteen Southern States be united

I
themselves in opposition to their sectional enemies; let them cease

1 to exhibit the self-humiliating spectacle of discord at home ; let them

\ not, by their intestine quarrels, be the means of delivering up them-

1 selves, and all at the North who sympathize with them, as common
1 victims to the assailants of the Constitution and the Union. To
Vwaste their strength on three candidates, as they are now doing, is

but madness, mere madness. And if the people of the Southern States

persevere in this course of passion and folly, let them not hereafter
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reproach any citizen of the Nortliern States for what may happen.

They must begin by being true to themselves, and then, and not

until then, they may complain of others if untrue to them. If they

have no sense of danger or duty in their own behalf to allay their

own dissensions, how can ihey expect the sense of danger or duty in

their behalf to prevail at the North ?

Or, let the Democratic party at the South unite in the common
cause of their party, their section, and their country. All men per-

fectly well know that of the two candidates of the Democratic party,

there is but one—Mr. Breckinridge—who can by any possibility ob-

tain any electoral votes in the Southern States or the Northern. In

such a case, does not every consideration of public duty, of patriot-

ism, of party faith, and of honor, appeal to the partizans of Mr.

Douglas to desist from supporting hirr. ? Nay, do not these consid-

erations appeal to that candidate himself to withdraw from the field ?

Would to God there were some voice of remonstrance in the United

States potential enough to move the hearts and the consciences of

those misouided men in the Southern States,—small in number in

each of them, at best,—who as pretended friends of Mr. Douglas, are

diligently engaged in promoting the success of the Republican party

at the North by distracting and dividing the Democratic party at the

South.

If not,—if the South cannot act unitedly, or at least the Demo-
cratic party act unitedly, or, best of all, the Democratic party conquer,

of itself, the unnatural coahtion in the South between the partizans

of Mr. Douglas, resentfully abandoning their party and their cause,

—

if no honorable concert of the opponents of Mr. Lincoln in the North

can be efTected,—if neither of these things can be d^ne, then all is

lost except honor. That may be saved by manfully standing to our

opinions and our candidates, and to our party friends North and South.

It will not have been the fault of Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Randall, Mr.

Brady, Mr. O'Conor, Mr. Green, or Mr. Schell, if we lose New York.

It will not be the fault of Mr. Wise, Mr. Mason, Mr. Hunter, Mr.

Russell, Mr. Garnett, Mr. Pryor, Mr. Lyons, or Mr. Harvey, if we
lose Virginia. We, Democratic citizens of Massachusetts, have our

duty to them and other political friends in every State of the Union

to discharge ; our duty to ourselves, our duty to our country ; and

we discharge this duty in all its relations, by rendering our good

will, our voice, and our sufTrages, to electors in the interest of Mr.

Breckinridge and Mr. Lane, and to our State ticket nobly headed by

Gen. Butler, who merits all of trust and honor which it is possible for

us to bestow.

Gentlemen, I have already occupied your time long enough, and

must postpone to another opportunity discussion of the points of con-

troversy between the dissident divisions of the Democratic party, and

the relative claims and pretensions, personal and political, of Mr.

Breckinridge and Mr. Douglas.
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Upon that class of topics let me say one thing, however, and that

is, to repel with indignation and scorn ihe false and calumnious

charge that Mr. Breckinridge and his supporters are disurfionists, and

that his cause is the cause of disunion. The attempt, in certain

quarters, to throw discredit on the supporters and the cause of Mr.

Breckinridge by reason of any expressions of Mr. Yancey, is uncan-

did and unjust as regards Mr. Yancey, and odious and contemptible

as respects Mr. Breckinridge. Mr. Gaulden, of Georgia, was one of

the most clamorous friends of Mr. Douglas, at Charleston and Balti-

more, and his theme was not squatter sovereignty, but the beauties of

the foreign slave-trade. Mr. Alexander H, Stephens, the most con-

spicuous friend of Mr. Douglas, in a speech made not long since, also

advocated the reopening of the slave-trade. Mr. Soule, the eloquent

advocate of Mr. Douglas, in Louisiana, was the ally and companion

of Walker, m Nicaragua. Mr. H. V. Johnson, the Vice-Presidential

candidate with Douglas, has spoken of the possible consequences of

the election of a Republican President, in quite as definite terms as

Mr. Yancey. Shall we, therefore, say that Mr. Douglas and his friends

are slave-traders, buccaneers, and disunionists ? We might well do

so, with as much cause, and as little decency, as Mr. Douglas and

his friends impute disunionism to Mr. Breckinridge.

To the contrary of this, the election of Mr. Breckinridge would be

the true and sure means of perpetuating the Union: for his election,

and that only, would tranquilize the Southern States, and dispel every

image of dissension or secession : whilst, if he be not elected, no man
is wise enough to answer for the future, and the conspicuous advo-

cates of Mr. Breckinridge, Mr. Bell, and Mr. Douglas, at the South,

all concur in predicting the worst effects from the election of Mr. Lin-

coln.

Let us not deceive ourselves nor each other. The nominal or ap-

parent issue before the country is of certain temporary and subordi-

nate accidents of slave labor, such as fugitive laws, territorial provisos

or jurisdiction, rights of transit, and sectional or class jealousies ; but

the true and real question is of the continued existence of slave labor

itself.

You know how it is with organized Anti-Slavery societies, in which

Mr. Garrison, Mr. Phillips, Mr. Wright, and the other men of that

school figure ; they avowedly attack slave labor, not like so many in-

sincere party agitators, in the Territories where it is not, but in the

States where it is ; and seeing that there the constitutional rights of

the States protect it, they move towards the States through assault

on the Constitution. They speak and they mean revolution.

You know there is another school of Anti-Slavery men, like Mr.

Gerrit Smith and Mr. Spooner, who have studied the Constitution

through Anti-Slavery spectacles until they cannot see the States, or

their original sovereignty, or their reserved powers, or the limited and
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special field in which the Federal Government acts. They also speak
and purpose attack on slavery in the States by means revolutionary

in fact, though not so, perhaps, in conscious intention.

Then how is it with such men, political men, as Mr. Sumner, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Biirlingame and Mr. Andrew, of Massachusetts, Mr.
Fessenden and Mr. Hamlin, of Maine, Mr. Lovejoy, of Illinois, Mr.
Wade and Mr. Giddings, of Ohio ? Is all their passion against slave

labor to be regarded as nothing but fancy eloquence, college decla-

mation, moot court disputation, in a word, as mere fustian and rant ?

By no means. Mr. Sumner, for instance, dedicates himself to war on
a certain incident of human society, enforced labor, which has exist-

ed in all countries and all ages, just as inequality of property has ex-

isted. Would he not, if he could, abolish that incident? Surely.

jHe has not yet stated how he thinks that is to be done. It is a ready'''

and complete answer to all he says, that, being a legislator, with I

power to introduce bills, he practically admits the fallacy or imprac-
'

ticability of all his views by not introducing a bill on the subject. It ;

I

was thus that Victor Hugo, Eugene Sue, Proudhon, and the other

socialistic labor-theorists of France, were answered and silenced iny

the French Assembly. They were called upon, nay taunted and de-
fied to put their "glittering generalities " into a bill, and could not

—

Mr. Sumner may push his political theories, as they did theirs, to the

consummation of a nation's revolutionary convulsion and overthrow.
But that he, and other members of Congress like him, whose chief

speech consists of exaggerations of the evils, real or imaginary, of
slave-labor, really propose to themselves and seek its abolition, though
they know not how,—it were uncandid to deny or doubt. And we
do not find that their followers, the muliitude who plunge on without

reflecting whither or how they are to go, diminish in members or zeal.

On the contrary, in considering the selection of Mr. Andrew as the

successor of Mr. Banks, here in Massachusetts, we have seen not only
how completely the sincere members of the Republican party have
gained the upper hand of the insincere ones, but how completely also

the aggressive elements have mastered the conservative ones, and with
relentless and half-contemptuous will, sent them to the rear, there to

march and work in patient and humble submission. It matters not,

therefore, what the conservative men of the Republican party think
;

still less does it matter what is thought by the mere time-serving party-

calculators who hypocritically profess negro worship, when they mean
place and office ; the motive power of the party, the locomotive en-
gine of its train, is in the hands of Anti-Slavery zealots ; Anti-Slave-*"

ry passions are the fire and steam of the machine ; the multitude are

but passengers in the cars; and whithersoever the engine goes, though }

madmen be its engineers, the mass will have to follow even into the
'

jaws of inevitable death and destruction.

Therefore, I say, the real issue before the country is of the contin-

4
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ued existence of slave labor within the States. All the conspicuous

current party-issues, and especially the several territorial questions,

are but the timid touches of men at a great thing, which they have

not the manliness boldly to grasp and handle. And the Republican

party has been conceived, born and nurtured into strength in order,

if possible, to force or seduce the Federal Government into abolition-

ism, or else the Republican party is a monstrous and ridiculous abor-

tion, a gigantic falsehood, swindle and fraud. And I reassert confi-

^'dently, if Mr. Lincoln is elected, the Republicans will have to burst

up at once, or to attack the domestic rights of the States.

("^

What, then, will people of the Southern States, attacked in their

constitutional rights, their domestic peace, their property and their

persons, do ? What will they do ? Will they passively submit to

be the conquered subjects of New England ? No ! 1 do not hope

or fear, believe or doubt, wliat they will do—I know : they will defend

themselves to the uttrance, first with constitutional means, and then,

if necessary, with extra-constitutional means; in fine, with all the

I means of defence which God and Nature have committed to them
;

I
and if they were not to do it, they would be recreant to the blood of

I Washington, of Henry., of Carroll, of Rutledge ; they would be un-

\worthy the name of Americans.

Let all those among us, who, in the blind zeal of stupid negro-

worship, would thus drive the Southern States into revolution, go on
;

but let all truly good men, all patriotic men, all thoughtful and peace-

ful men, rally to the sacred standard of the Constitution and the Un-

ion.

The address of Mr. Gushing was frequently interrupted by ap-

plause, and it commanded, throughout, close attention and intense in-

terest.

Hon. B. F. Hallett was then introduced, and his reception was

most enthusiastic.
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MR. HALLETT'S SPEECH.

Me. Pbesident and Gentlemen:

I thank you for the recei^tion that you give me. It strengthens me
somewhat in tlie opinion that I have been able to fonn to-day, that the

Democratic party of Massachusetts is not quite ready to lay me aside

for a " substitute
!

" [Great laughter and applause.]

Gentlemen, that recalls to me the crisis in the severance of the Demo-
cratic Convention at Baltimore, which makes us hold two Conventions
to-day. An attempt was made to stifle debate in the Convention by
forcing the previous question, so that the voice of the South, in remon-
strance to the disfi-anchisement of six States and two Districts should

not be heard there. The Chairman of the Virginia Delegation rose in

his seat, and after a vain appeal to the mover to withdraw the motion,
calmly and impressively said—" If the silence of Virginia is constrained,

I desire to say to the Convention that silence is ominous."
For the moment reason prevailed, and the previous question was vot-

ed down by 'New York, who held that Convention in her hand. Debate
followed, until the crisis arose when it was in the power of New York,
by a single vote, to have saved the party and the country. It then fell

to me, as my last act in that Convention, to rise and to appeal to it,

earnestly appeal to it, to stop in that mad act which it was about to per-

form at that instant to sever the Northern and Southern Democracy.
The Convention had passed the resolution which excluded from their

body the only accredited delegates from the South, and which proposed
to admit delegates who had come there without Democracy and without
constituencies. That resolution I had moved to reconsider, with
the view of changing it and changing the course of the Convention so

as to admit the original delegates as organized at Charleston. The
State of NeAV York, by means of its unit rule absorbing thirty minority,

held in its hands at that moment the Democratic party. If they had
voted for the reconsideration of that resolution, and had admitted the

original members, who were then waiting to enter that Convention, a

nomination would have taken place by a two-thirds vote, and whoever
should have been so nominated would have been elected the President

of the United States. It was then I obtained the floor, and I tried a

calm appeal to "the intelligence, the patriotism, and the discri7ninatirig-

Justice " of that body. I recalled the great historic fact, that never was
there a Democratic triumph in this Union, but by the union pXjhe

,

Northei'n and Southern Democracy, and there never could be. ^ I said

to them, if you do not reconsider that resolution, if you excluc^e those

original delegations which wait at your doors, from the South, you dis-

sever this Convention—and if you dissever this Convention, you of the

remnant, larger or smaller, may make a nomination, but to whomsoever
you tender that nomination, it will be but political ruin to the man and
ruin to the party that makes it.

That prophecy is in the course of fulfilment ; the answer to it has
come, already, from the State of Maine. The party who made that
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nomination, and avIio made it upon tlie belief that, thougli they lost the
South, they could carry more than the Democratic vote in the Northern
States, are now found to be weaker in the North than they were when
they stood with the Democratic party alone, united North and South in

its nationality. The accessions they hoped for from the return of
Democrats who had gone off on the Wilmot Proviso, are not to be
found to help their candidate for the Presidency. They said to us in

that Convention, "Only let us have this 'squatter sovereignty' at the
North; this little Territorial Wilmot Proviso, (for that was it, that
was the Avhole of it,) only lot us have this, and go into our Districts

with it, and we can get back Wilmot Proviso Democrats, and carry

some of those Districts, and even some Ncav England States. We don't

want the ' big negro ' abolition doctrine, that goes for prohibition by
Congress; we only want this 'little negro' of the Wilmot Proviso in the
Territorial Legislature—we can nurse him and carry him about, enough
to secure our success in some of the Districts, and get into Congress.**

That Avas the prevalent idea of several gentlemen in Maine, as it is now
in other States, that are to do just like Maine ; and the result in Maine
has been only what Ave have seen,—an increased vote against the Demo-
ci-atic party. Is it not time to reconsider that vain expectation of suc-

cess before all is lost ?

UNION OF NOKTHEKN AND SOUTHERN DEMOCRACY.

NoAV I desire, if you Avill give me your patience, to occupy some mo-
ments in considering the questions which are really those at issue. We
have had the unusual spectacle of three Conventions in this Common-
wealth to-day, making three nominations of candidates for Governor.
That portion of the party AAdiich assembled at Springfield has nominated
our former respected, but unaA^ailable candidate, Mr. Beach, the very
man aa hom they thrcAv overboard, a little AA^hile ago, for General Butler.

/"The Bell-and-Everett party, in their Convention, have simply gone
/backward into Know-Nothingism. They have nominated Mr. LaAvrence,

I
a Republican and a KnoAV-Nothing, and therefore have literally done

Y^othing. We have come here, to-day, making no boasts and no threats,

in numbers much larger than we expected, and have done just Avhat we
did a year ago—nominated our gallant and chivalrous champion, Gen-
eral Butler. [Cheers.] Noav AA'hy are there tAVO CouA'^entions, to-day,

in Massachusetts, each professing to be the ConA^ention of the Demo-
cratic party ? It is because a portion of the Democratic party have
hoped for extraneous success by evading the true national issue. The
Democratic party must be straightforAvard if they intend to be a na-

tional party. They haA^e one paramount question before them—the
prominent one of the day—How AAdll they deal Avith this question

of Sla-^ery, this "equality of the States" in the Territories?—and
in dealing Avith it they must be honest with the South, or • they
must lose the South, in its associations with the Democratic party.

And, gentlemen, let me tell you, what history tells us over and over
again, that whenever the Democratic party ceases to be made up of that

national union betAveen the Southern and Northern Democrats which
with few intervals has carried this country safely, gloriously onAvard in

progress, and governed it wisely for sixty years ; Avhich in fifteen Presi-
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dential Elections has triumphed in all but three—let me tell you, that

whenever that union ceases to be kept up and sustained, then there is

an end to the National Democratic party, and, I fear, an end to the
Union also. That union of North and South has been the grand suj)-

port of Democracy, and upon that has been based the whole success of
this country.

Now, Avhen Democrats undertake to act upon the idea—which is the
real idea of Mr. Douglas and of the leaders of that portion of our party
that has separated from us and support a divided nomination—when
they undertake to act upon the mistaken idea that they can make a

great Northern party that shall be partly Anti-Slavery, and denounce
Southern Democrats as disunionists—a party that shall stand between
the Abolition Republican party of the North and the Equal State Rights
party of the South, and can throw the South overboard—rely upon it

they attempt an impossibility. For all history shows that this North—>«
ay, this North and this North-west—never was Democratic, and it never ';

will be Democratic, to govern the Union without union with the Southy^
[Applause.] It began with old Federalism, and that has been succeeded
by National Republicanism ; by Anti-Slavery Whigs swallowing up the
Union Whigs ; by political Abolitionism, by Free Soilism, by Know-
Nothingism, and now by Black Republicanism, intensely sectional and
only sectional. [Renewed applause.] And out of these elements in

the North you can never make a National Democratic party to control
the destinies of this country, without the aid of the Democratic South,
That Democratic party, to give us victory in the Union, we have got to

find in union with the South. And the South, without that aid from
the North, is equally helpless. They can do nothing without the aid of
a National Democratic j^arty in the North. And therefore, if any man's
conscience, or ambition, or fanaticism, or sentimentality, has brought
him to that point that he is really unable to associate with the South
because they happen to own negroes as slaves—if he has arrived at that
point, the sooner he leaves the Democratic party and goes into the ranks
of the Republican party the better. [Applause.]

I have seen, in the course of my life, the whole process of this tran-

sition, the whole course of the coalescing and falling off from us of the
tender-footed or over ambitious Democrats ; men that were terrified at

the idea of losing popularity if they trod upon the toes of a negro.
[Laughter.] And that brings me to a view of the great Democratic
policy, from Jeflferson to this day, which has made the United States a
great power in the earth, and without which Democratic policy we
should have been dwarfed into the original Atlantic States.

THE EXPANSION' OF TERRITORY AND INCREASE OF STATES.

This line can be traced down as dividing the Democracy, North and
South, fi'om the Federal and all other parties ; and upon this issue of
expansion of territory there have always been fallings off of the tender-
footed Democrats. Why, sir, Avlien the country was about to do that
grand act, annex Texas, Democrats in the Legislature of Massachusetts,
every man of them, I believe, voted against it. They went farther with
the then Free Soil Whigs, and nearly every man of them voted to

amend the Constitution of the United States 80 as to strike out the
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clause giving slave representation in Congress to the South. And when
we went up to the Spinngfield Convention, I happened to be on the

Committee of Resolutions, and to put a stop to this tendency to Abo-

litionism I introduced a resolution there, declaring our dissent, as the

Democratic party, from this vote of the Legislature opposing the annexa-

tion of Texas, and from their adoption of the Hartford Convention doc-

trine that the South ought to be deprived of slave enumeration in their

representation in Congress—one of the very conditions upon which the

Union was formed. When I reported that, who rose up against me ?

Such men as Mr. Boutwell, Mr. Banks—the whole of that class of men
now the leaders and the ablest supporters of the Lincoln Abolition party.

They talked me down, and the Convention voted my resolution down^

because they wanted to eke out the Democracy by getting Abolition votes.

Why, the annexation of Texas was such an enormity, in the estimation

of the people of Massachusetts, at that time, that I remember a few of

us, one Fourth of July, ran away and skulked over to Banker Hill, and
o-ot into a little shed that they had erected for the Avork on the monu-
ment, in order to get away from the mob, and we passed resolutions in

favor of the annexation of Texas ! [Great merriment.] Every man in

Boston that went down into State street and said Texas ought to be

annexed to this countrj^, was pointed at as a rascal who ought to run

9,way, or be driven away, and " go to Texas !

" Now, the sober, second

(thought has come, and Avhei-e can you find a man—not in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts only, but in the United States—Avho will

undertake to say that was not a great measure? for the good of the

country. And where is there a man living, engaged in the commercial

or manufacturing pursuits of Massachusetts, that has not in his pocket

some money derived from the annexation of Texas ?

'^ So with California. When, in the presidency of Mr. Polk, the country

was in the Mexican war, and the Democratic party insisted upon indem-

nity for the past and security for the future, and demanded an accession

of territory, what a clamor was made by these tender-footed Democrats

that were afraid we should stumble over a negro somewhere ! [Laugh-

ter and applause.] Every effort was made to prevent that great move-
ment; and yet the Democratic party went on straightforward, and

California was honorably purchased and annexed. It is true our oppo-

nents afterwards elected General Taylor ; but General Taylor himself,

when the question arose of admitting California as a State, was driven,

by foi'ce of that Democratic sentiment, into recommending the admis-

sion of California into the Union with or without slavery, as her people

should choose. Now, who cries out against our possession of California ?

Judge ye from the results of that bright land of gold, that empire on

the Pacific, iipon the material prosperity of our merchants, and manufac-

turers, and mechanics, and laboring men. Apparently the countiy just

then would all have gone to the poor-house but for the annexation of

Cahfornia. [Laughter.] It came in just at the thue when that miser-

able, over-issued, paper-banking money, Avhich the Democratic party

had always opposed, Avas overrunning the country ; taking the bread

from the mouth of the laborer
;
giving him, for a dollar, a piece of paper

jyhich was not worth ten cents. Just then the Almighty—who has

Always, in his goodness, sustained the Democratic party in every great

\crisis of the Union—^put it into the minds of our people to discover the
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great golden resources of Califoraia, which for centuries had been hid\
den, and they came pouring into our currency, and giving new life to|

the diseased, dying commercial body politic. That was another great 1

Democratic act. '

And so if you go back to the purchase of Louisiana. Nobody remem
bers that now. On the 28th of October, 1803, Avho stood up in the

Senate of the United States and moved for the confirmation of that

treaty which Jefferson had made with Napoleon, for the purchase of

Louisiana ? Andrew Jackson [cheers] ; and from him, and the Dem-
ocrats of that day, came this great boon to our country. Who ci'ied

out against it ? The Federal part)', the " Northern party " of that day

;

and the man whom the Republican party now place at their head as

their great patriarch—(and an honorable man he is, of whom I will

speak only with reverence ; I mean the venerable Josiah Quincy, Sen.)

—that distinguished man, then the representative man of New Eng-
land, ojiposed the purchase of Louisiana, and her admission into the

Union as a slave State ; and on the floor of the House, in 1811, declared

that it" the bill passed admitting Louisiana as a slave State, " it was vir-

tually a dissolution of the Union,''' and he added, " as it will be the
RIGHT OF ALL, so IT WILL BE THE DUTY OF SOIVIE, TO PREPARE
FOR A SEPARATION, PEACEABLY IF THEY CAN, FORCIBLY IF THEY MUST !

"

And at another time, that same gentleman proposed, upon the floor of

the House, to impeach Thomas Jefferson for violating the Constitution

in making the purchase of Louisiana ! Such are the venerable relics

and such the principles that have come down to our times and now
mingle with this new party, which calls itself the JRepuhlican party of

to-day ! who intend to take possession of the government, and conquer
the Democratic South by severing her from the North.
Now, gentlemen, let me ask you—and I desire you, young men, to

look up this history, and look over the map of your country—let me ask

you how all this has been done, how all the extension of this country
has been accomplished, until it has increased from thirteen to thu't^

three States? Never was a State admitted into this Union Avithou^

the opposition of the Federal party, the Whig party, the Abohtioi
party, the modern Republican party. The Democratic party has at

ways had to drag every State into the Union, from Tennessee, in 1796,]

down to Oregon, in 1856, when the whole of this Republican party inj

Congress voted against the admission of that State even as a free State,!

because she was going to bring two Democratic Senators into Congress
—one of them honest tfoe Lane ! [Cheers.] And I have no doubt
that, though they were ignorant of it at that time, there was some
strange presentiment of the future, a sort of second-sight, mingling with
their ideas, that it they admitted Oregon, and Joe Lane took his seat in

that body, we would make him President of the LTnited States, by the

choice of the Senate, in 1860. [Laughter and cheei"s.]

How, I ask, has this expansion of the country been accomplished ?

Simply by letting alone that eyerlasting negro. The Democratic party
have let him alone. They have neither gone for slavery nor against

,

slavery iu State or Territory. That is the way that they have achieved
all this expansion. They have established some twenty Territories, but
they never said a word, since the adoption of the Constitution, in the

organization of those Territories, about a negro. Nothing was said
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about a negro in organizing a Territory, until Mr. Douglas took it into *

his head, at the suggestion of a Whig from Kentucky, to put him in the

Kansas and Nebraska bill. That is the first touch of the negro we ever

had in a Territory. And out of those Territories that were thus created

have come into the Union twenty new States, added to the thirteen

—

all of them coming in simply by ignoring slavery ; simply, gentlemen,

by the honest principle of treating slave States and free States just

alike ; simply by carrying out the glorious motto of John C. Breckin-

rido-e' there—[pointing to the motto at the foot of the hall]

—

« The Constitution and the Equality of the States ! These

ARE the Symbols of Everlasting Union." [Cheers.]

By can-ying out that doctrine of " the equality of the States," twenty

new States have been added to this Union ; and out of those twenty,

twelve are free and only eight slave States. And, yet, here are we at

the North, with the lion's share in our grasp, growling and tearing at

the South, assailing her institutions, abusing her citizens as "barbarians,"

revilino" and maligning, and teaching our people hatred to the South as

their relio-ion ! And all this when we have obtained only success, sup-

port, prosperity, and wealth from what her resources and her slave

labor have o-iven to us ; when we have more free territory than we can

settle for a century; when every market that has been thus opened has

been seized upon by the commerce and the industry of New England

and the rest of the North, and its best fruits reaped, and the proceeds

put into our pockets ! That, I say, is an historical fact. All this has

the Democracy done for the country. Under this policy it has lived

and flourished for sixty years, till it has become the most prosperous

nation that God ever made the sun to shine upon. And now, with this

Northern discontent about the very slave labor we have grown rich

upon, we are becoming like the Israelites of old, getting fit and kicking

up our heels against the Lord for the prosperity we enjoy!

/And here comes in this exclusively sectional. Northern party—made
Tip, with some few eminent exceptions, of the smallest kind of specimens

,of men that we have running about [great laughter and applause]

—

jwhich undertakes to seize upon the Federal Government, and change

kts grand policy into raisei-able, sectional negroism. The statesmen of

*this party, the managers of this party, are they not, for the most part,

ambitious, flippant young men, inexperienced, rash, and unreasoning

—

that never read the Constitution of the United States [laughter], or

never largely comprehended a single article of it, if they did read it ?

[Renewed merriment.] They undertake to say, the wisest and the

"weakest of them all, that there is an " irrepressible conjlict " between

slave labor and free labor ; that slave States and free States, after this

<n-and experiment of seventy years of peace and prosperity, can no

longer live together ; and that Ave must now set to work to make them

all slave or all free. These are the wi^e men who go about to the

people asking them for the power of this mighty Government, that they

may make a war between the slave labor of fifteen States, which pro-

duces the cotton and other materials of manufacture, and the free labor

of eighteen States, that live by it. These wise men talk of the irrepres-

sibility of supply and demand in production and manufacture, and they
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are ready to say to the millions of free laborers who live and support

their families by working- up the great staple of the South (which can

be produced nowhere but at the South with involuntary negro labor,

and is decreasing everywhere else)—they arc ready, by their wretched,
sectional policy, to say to these free white millions in the Northern
States, as well as the four millions of spinners in England : starve,
PEKiSH, waste aioay a whole generation of you, in order that we wise

men may put a stop to slave negroes^-aising cotton

!

Oh ! if some power would only give to these men the gift of that par-

ticular self-knowledge of which an ancient siige once boasted, what a

blessing it would be to them and the country ; for Socrates said, "My
liighest knowledge is to know my own ignorance." [Laughter and ap-

plause.] Instead of even this wisdom in their councils, Mr. Lincoln, the
" original author and inventor " of that atrocious dogma of the irrepressi-

ble conflict, is made their Presidential candidate. [Mr. Hallett having
inadvertently used the name of Levi Lincoln, and being corrected by
the audience, remarked—Did I say Levi ?—I beg his pardon, for he is a
true patriot,—and for my own part I wish there had been common sense

enough in these three Conventions that met to-day to have all selected

Levi Lincoln for the Governorship—Ave would have whipped these irre-

pressible men clean through the State ; but there is no practical com-
mon sense left, now-a-days, in political parties.] [Laughter.] I say\

they have selected a candidate for no other reason under heaven butt
that he avows that dogma of an irrepressible conflict between the labor

'

of the North and the South ; and they are in the expectation of electing

him on that sectional platform.

Yes, sir,^ the Democratic party have been fools enough, consummate
fools enough, when they had the whole country in their hands, when

^this sectional enemy was standing behind them, so fair a mark that they
could have kicked him oixt of doors by simply striking him with two
heels, instead of one, [great laughter] as they are now doing,—they
W£]:e. fools enQugh_to open thyir columns,, riglit and left,_at Baltimore, to

letjtlr. Lincoln mai"ch through to the White House, And here we and
tne Union men all over this land, to this hour, stand gaping at each
other, and wondering whctlier Mr. Abraham Lincoln will, after all, get
there. I say it is consvmimate folly; and some day the country will

find out who have been the authors and persistent adherents of this

folly, and, unless it is healed by union, it will be visited upon them as

all like deviations fi'om great Democratic principles have always been
visited \ipon men and parties who forget the paramount duty to their

country. But although the columns of the Democracy as well as the
Union men are thus opened to right and left, their opponents have, as I

have told you, such small specimens of men in the management of their

affiiirs, antl such a bad cause, that, upon my word, I believe they Avill

make a blunder, and he won't get there, after all ! Oh ! how easy Penn-
sylvania and New York could close xip the column by union, and head
him ofi"! [Great applause.]

Why, men of this Union, are we called upon now, by Mr. Seward
and his sectional Northern party, to change the whole policy of this

country, as I have imperfectly traced it, from the purchase of Louisiana
to the present time,—that jjolicy by which we have gone on expanding
our territory and letting the negro alone,—simply saying to the South-
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era men :
—" There is new territory equally belonging to all. If you

insist upon your right, go and try your negro there ; if you can make
money with him there, you will keep him there,—if not, you will be
glad enough to get rid of him,—if he doesn't run away from you, you
will have to run away from him !" And if he only gets into a place
where negroes bring ten per cent, profit, you will find plenty of Yankees
there forthwith, buying them up and working them. Talk of this spe-

cious, extra morality of the North,^as against the morality and religious

sense of the Southern men. It is pharisaical hypocrisy ; but I will not
go into that subject—it comes rather too near home to us all.

XO>'-IXTERVEI«rTIOJf VS. SQUATTEK SOVEREIGNTY.

And now Avill you indulge me farther in taking a somewhat graver
view of these issues which I think needlessly divide the Democracy on
these rather theoretical propositions of non-intervention and squatter
sovereignty. We have divided on the construction of a platfonn. The
ICincinnati platform is plain enough, and sound in every word of it, on
I the Territorial issues. The Noilli Avas satisfied Avith it, but the South

I
wanted an explanation of conflicting constructions. Was that unrea-
sonable ? Some Democrats had undertaken to explain that platfonn in

another way than its plain interpretation. The South simply asked of
us of the North what Ave meant by this platform. Was it not fair to

answer ? Has a man any faith or opinion, for which, Avhen he is ques-
. tioned, he is not Avilling to give a reason ? " Do you mean squatter

I
sovereignty, or not," they asked, " by that platform ?" A portion of the

jsponvention refused to answer, and then came a seA'ei-ance. Another^
I portion of that Convention, Avhich met in the Maryland Institute, did an-

I
SAver, and they ansAvered that " The Cincinnati platform meant precisely

I
what Ave have said it meant,—that it meant simply that every man of
the South, oAvning pro])erty, should have the same right to go, Avith his

property, into the common Territories of the country, that a man owning
property at the North has to go there Avith his property ; and that both
were equally entitled to ])rotection under the Constitution." That is

the whole explanation of the Cincinnati jilatform; and was it not fair to,

make it ? Let us see hoAv the tAvo candidates understand it.

The country has witnessed in this canvas what has rarely occurred
before—candidates for the Presidency addressing the people from the

stump. Without censunng Mr. Douglas for having taken the first step,

it is sufiicient to say that the call made upon Mr. Breckinridge by his

home constituency Avas such, that he could not refuse to make a public

explanation of his opinions. His opposing candidate has replied to that

speech. I confess I am sorry to have to say that such able and brave
chamj)ions of the Democracy as Breckinridge and Douglas should be
opponents. Such a state of things should never have existed, and should

not exist longer; but there the fact stands, and Ave must deal with it as

it is. Mr. Douglas says that the objection made to him by Mr. Breck-
inridge is, that he is the representative of a dogma, which dogma is the

principle of non-intervention by Congress with slavery in the Territories,

and for that reason the split Avas made at Baltimore.

That, allow me to say, is a great mistake. The National Democracy
twhich supports Mr. Breckinridge, and Mr. Breckinridge himself, affirm,
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adhere to, and maintain the doctrine of ^^ noji-interference^^ with slavery

in the Territories, as the corner-stone of their temtorial pohcy.

The heresy of the squatter sovereignty dogma consists in this—that it

is only half-way non-intervention, and makes non-intervention devour

itself. It restricts Congress from prohibiting, but licenses the Territorial

Legislature to prohibit and destroy. Congress, it says, shall not inter-

vene with all its power, but a petty Legislature, the creature of Con-
gress, and paid per diem by Congi-ess, may intervene as a sovereign.

Citizens of the South may go with their slave property into the Ten-ito-

ries, in spite of all the power of Congress to prohibit, but the Territorial

Legislature may disfranchise the slaveholder, and take away his proj)erty

as soon as he gets there

!

That is the dogma which Mr. Breckinridge condemns. His doctrine

of non-intervention is entire and complete—that neither Congress nor

the Territory shall intervene to impair or destroy the equal rights of the

States in the common territory. This is his precise language—" Hands
off the whole subject of slavery by the Federal GoA-emment, except for

one or two protective puq^oses mentioned in the Constitution—the

equal right of sections in the common territory, and the absolute power
of each new State to settle the question in its Constitution." "These,"

he adds, " are my doctrines and those of o\ir platform—and what is

more, they are the doctrines of the Constitution."

Now, is not this open and square, manly, and above all misconstruc-

tion ? Congress shall not intervene to prohibit or destroy—the Teni-
tory shall not intervene to prohibit or destroy. The Constitution of the

new State shall alone lay down the fundamental law of popular sove-

reignty.

That it is which gives significance to the rallying cry which our gal-

lant leader has given the country, of " The Constitution and the Equality

of the States." "Now, then,

IS SLAVE LABOR rKOPERTY ? .

Yes, says the Constitution
;
yes, says the Supreme Court. We standi

upon that constitutional fact. Slave labor in fifteen States of this Union!
is property. It was property in every State in the Union when the«,

Constitiition was formed, and by that Constitution was allowed to be
imported as property, subject to duties, for twenty years, by each State

that chose to hold such property. Yes, sir, the trade in slaves as prop-

erty was made a lawful commerce for twenty years by the votes of

Massac/nisetts, Connecticut, and ^ein Hampshire, against the protest

of Virginia. Those three States voted with Maryland, North and South
Carolina, and Georgia, in the aftii-mative,—Virginia, Delaware, Pennsyl-
vania, and New Jersey in the negative—7 to 4.

And this property, so acquired and legalized under the Constitution,

has ceased to be property in any one of the States of this Union, only
by some Constitution or State law abolishing it.

.

It is property in the labor of the slave, not in the man himself—there %
is no such thing as property in man permitted by any Southern laAv that n

exists—it is property in the labor of the man. There is the distinction
; ^

and that fact may do away with a good deal of the sentimentality about f
** property in men." You have property in horses or oxen, and may killy-'
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them, and nobody say to yon nay. Is there any snch property in man in

any State of the Union ? No, there is no property in man; it is prop-

erty in his hibor ; and, any one who has an apprentice, or a minor soij,

has, to a certain extent, property in that apprentice or chikl.

Now, then, Ave come to the " equal rights of the States " in the com-
mon territory.

Somebody has asked me if this " equal right " is not a slave code for

the Territories. I Avill answer that question. What we mean by equal
rights of the States in the Territories, is the equal right of all citizens to

settle in that common territory and take with them their property, and
that is whatever is lawfully their property in the State from which they
go. This only can be equal right all over the Union in regard to the
Territories. A Massachusetts man can carry to Kansas everything he
owns here as moveable property. Why shall not a Georgia man do the

same ? You say he shant carry slaves there because you don't own
slaves in Massachusetts ; but he has no advantage over you, for you can
buy slaves if you like in any slave State on your Avay to Kansas, and
thus haA'e the same right he has. It Avont do for you to say it hurts

your feelings. So it hurts the feelings of Methodists or Baptists if a

Roman Catholic or an Episcoj^alian should take Avith him and use the

Missal or Book of Common Prayer, but that is no argument against

equal rights of conscience in religion.

Now, then, the logic folloAvs inflexibly, that if the States are to haA^e

fequal rights in the Territories, they must have equal rights to c^rry

jl there every species of laAvful property. Hence, if labor in a colored

|nian is kiAvful property in a State, it folloAVS he can be carried as prop-
erty into a Territoiy.

,NoAA", take the next step in the argument—and if the equal rights of

the States require having an equal right in shiA'e States to go with slave

^property, Avhich free States have to go with their property, into the

connnon Territory, does it not folloAV that all must have the right not
only to emigrate Avith their property, but also the right not to be robbed
^f it as soon as they get there? Why shall the Northern emigrant be

Protected from robbery of his property any more than the Southern
emigrant ? Is that equality ?

The only Avay to jump this logic clean over the Constitution is to go
with the extreme Black Republicans, Avho deny the existence of property

in man evervAvhere. I have studied this question earnestly, and I can
see no middle ground betAveen the tAvo propositions. Either the Anti-

SlaA^ery doctrine of no property in slave labor is right, or our doctrine is

'right, that the emigrant into Territories shall be protected from robbery
of his projierty of that description, the same as all others are protected

against robbery of their property. And that is all that is meant by
1 protection in the Territories ; and if Ave mean to be fair, and constitu-

tional, and national, Ave must all admit that it is no more legal, just, or

[right to rob a Southern man in the Territories of his slave property

than to rob a Northern man of his horses and oxen.

"Equality of the States" means no such thing as a slaA'C code by
/"Congress to protect slave property, any more than it means a cattle

code to protect ]n-operty in cattle ; but it does mean that there shall be
no such slave code in the Territories or in Congress as will drive the

Lslaveholder out of the Territory, or rob him of his property when he
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gets there. That is the slave code which our opponents go for, and
against such an vinjust code comes, with sound logical force, the resolu-

tion of the National Democratic Convention at Baltimore, which affirms

" that it is the duty of the Federal Government, in all its departments,

to protect, when necessary, the rights of persons and property in the

Territories, and tche?'ever else its constitutional authority extends^
That is every word in the Baltimore platform, explanatory of the

Cincinnati platform, which alludes to protection of projjerty in the Ter-
ritories.

And here let me add that it only affirms the same proposition in the
Cincinnati platfoi-m, for that platform declares, in so many words, " tha'
every citizen and every section of the coxintry has a right to demand
and insist upon an equality of rights and 2>rivileges, and to complete
and ample protection of persons and property^''

That provision covers the precise " equality of the States " which Mr.
Breckinridge and the platform on which he is nominated affirm. And
really I should be glad to be informed how any man of common sense
and constitutional honesty can deny the manifest duty of the General
Government to exercise all its constitutional authority, wherever it ex-
tends, to protect, when necessary, the rights of persons and j^i'operty

under the Constitution.

The Avhole question is. Does the Constitution give this protection ?

If it does not, there is an end of the question. If it does, then it is the
duty of Government to enforce it. And hence I say, because logic says
so, that thei:/e is no middle ground between the denial that the Consti-
tution recognizes and guarantees slave labor as property, and the admis-
sion of the power of protection imder the Constitution, the same as is

extended to all other property. And so has the Supreme Court author-
itatively interpreted the Constitixtion, and that puts an end to all con-
troversy on this point with men who regard law and respect magistracy.
When you come to a State, there popular sovereignty is complete, and
property in slave labor cannot exist there without the consent of the
State. The right to reclaim is all the Constitution gives. And thus
every State is independent and sovereign as to establishing or prohibit-

ing slave labor.

Again, the issue is not that a Southern party or any party desires to
use the General Government to force slavery upon a people who do not
want it, but it is that the equal rights of the States in the Territories

under the Constitution demand that a Territorial Legislature shall not
rob citizens who go into the Territories to settle with their property.
Now, as I understand it, there are three propositions maintained

touching the equal rights of the States in the Territories.

1. The Republicans contend that Congress shall prohibit the Soutli\

going into any Territory with slave labor, and shall expel them or con-

1

fiscate their property if they do go there. This is a plump denial of all

;

right.

2. The Squatter Sovereignty dogma, which is directly opposed to
Popular Sovereignty, affirms that the South may go into the Territories
with their property, but they shall have no security from robbery and
confiscation by the Legislature, when they get there.

3. The National Democrats, North and South, who mean to hold this

Union together under the Constitution, maintain that the right existing

e

3
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fto
go there with slave labor as property, neither Congress shall prohibit

nor the Territorial Legislature destroy the rights of property.

And this affirms just what the Cincinnati platform declares ; viz.,

" the right of the jyeople of the Territories (not the Legislature), when-
ever the number of their inhabitants justifies it, to form a constitution

with or without domestic slavery, and be admitted into the Union upon
terms of perfect eqiiality with the other States."
' And I here affirm, as I have done on other occasions, that having had
the honor to draft that platform, and having some right to understand

it, there is no such idea as Squatter Sovereignty in it. Squeeze it, and

put it under the irrepressible conflict, and you can't get a particle of

Squatter Sovereignty out of it. [Applause.] Nowhere does it recog-

nize any power in a mere Territorial Legislature to prohibit slavery or

to abolish slavery. The Popular Sovereignty which it affirms is that

great, paramount Popular Sovereignty of a people which exists only

Avhen they begin to frame a Constitution of Government, and that is

the right of self-government which belongs to the people of a Territory

as it belonged to every State in the Union when it first had the power
to frame a constitution, and never before.

Popular Sovereignty can exist nowhere but in a sovereign State of

this Union, and the right of sovereignty begins only when the people

have a right to frame a constitution of self-government and are admitted

into the Union. All other attempts to exercise Popular Sovereignty

is either rebellion or revolution. And this leaves the people of a Ter-

ritory " perfectly free to form and regulate their domestic institutions in

their own way, subject only to the Constitution of the United States."

Now, then, we National Democrats, believing in the Constitution and

its interpretation by the Supreme Court, stand upon our political faith

in the equality of the States. We say, leave the common territory ope^
to settlers with their property from all the States. They will carry

uch property owned at home as they please, and the people of the Ter-

ritory will be left free—without robbery, without theft, without civil

war, and without revolution—to grow up to the point when they are

fit to make a constitution, forming their domestic institutions by the

laws of profit and loss, supply and demand, adaptation or unfitness of

climate and soil, until they are large enough to frame a constitution,

and then Popular Sovereignty can put in it what the people please.

The difference between the Congressional prohibition of the Repub-

Hcans and the Territorial prohibition is against the South in the latter.

Squatter Sovereignty says Congress shall not prohibit, but the moment
a citizen gets there with his slaves the Territory may take them away

!

Which is the most honest? which is the fairer to the Southerner? Let

any of you put the case to himself Transport yourself to Georgia, and

become the owner of an hundred slaves. You desire to go to Kansas

or New Mexico with your slaves. You wish to know what your rights

will be. You come to the North and ask the Republican party what
they are going to do. " We are going to pass a law prohibiting you

from going there with your slaves at .all." " Well, I understand that."

You go to the Squatter Sovereignty party, and ask them what equal

rights they intend to permit you to have. " Congress shall let you go

into the Territory with your slave property," is the answer. " And what

will you do with me when I get there ? " " We will extinguish all slave-
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holders, and take away your negroes the moment yon get there !" Do yon
not say, " I "svoukl rather have a law that doesn't put me to the trouble

of going there with my slaves, than to have the pretended right to take

them there, at my expense, to be stolen ? " Such a course as this would
be dishonest to the South. Do you wonder that the South will not
endure it ? Not one of you would submit to it if placed in their position.

Therefore we say that the only fair and honest way to settle this con-

troversy about equal rights in Territories is, that the Popular Sove-
reignty which can take away property begins only when a constitution

is formed, and then it may abolish slavery, because they can provide a

remedy.
This they cannot do while they are a Ten-itory. And every honest

man will see that this is the reason why they should not have the power
to abolish slavery—because they cannot make any recompense. A Ter-
ritorial Legislature cannot spend a dollar without a law of Congress
authorizing the expenditure, by a specific appropriation ; they cannot
appoint an officer but by consent of Congress ; they cannot pay a salary

without the approval of the President ; they cannot settle the per diem
of their own body without the order of Congress ; and all accounts of
expenditures must be audited by the petty accounting officers at Wash-
ington. Is that Popular Sovereignty ? Is such an infant government
to take away private property without the power of compensation ?

THE EEAL ISSUE IX THIS ELECTIOJf.

But, after all, these issues are not the real issue that is before us in

this Presidential election. Why don't statesmen leave off wrangling
and look it in the face ?

The real issue is, shall the Federal Government be reorganized upon
the principle of hostility to the social organization of fifteen States of
this Union ?

Why, then, are the friends of the Union disputing all the day long,

when there is a grand, national issue upon which all conseiwative men
should unite as the paramount issue—" the Country, the Constitution^

the TJnion^'' and these to be preserv^ed only by ''•the equality of the

StatesP

the battle of the states.

That is what is^comin o'^ ifJJV. Lincoln assumes the govenimenj;. We
have had the United States conTenclmg y<\\\\ a single State, as in the
case of Rhode Island, when she refused to come into the Union. We
have had two States coming in almost mortal conflict about boundaries.
We have had a single State contending with the United States, as in

the case of nullification in South Carolina, when she undertook not to
secede as a State, but to resist a single law of the Union as individuals.

The Union has stood all these shocks. But now we are threatened with
a severen test than all. I repeat—the true issue is " the battle of the
States." The pretended issue of slavery extension in new Territories is

not the real issue. The question whether a negro shall remain a slave
in a State, or be removed into a Terlitory, is of little concern if he must
be a slave on either side of the line ; and that is not the real issue. It
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is this " irrepressible conflict," which is assumed by the one great Northern
party, which is the common enemy of us all, and of the Constitution

and the Union.
Mr. Lincoln, their candidate, was the first to affinn that this conflict

does exist, and as he has just pledged himself if elected President, to

carry it on while he lives, and leave it to others, after he is dead, to

continue it until all the States are free or slave.

Mr. Seward, his great Mentor, affirms that the Missouri Compromise
was the first departure from the Abolition policy of the Federal Govern-
ment, and Ave must go back to the Federal, ''MassacJnisetts School^''

and establish a policy to suppress slavery in the Union ; and this policy

he pledges himself that Mr. Lincoln, if chosen President, will inaugurate.

There is the Republican programme of the battle of the States—^the

array of one section of States against another section of States. And
when a section of States say to this Union that they are not in the

Union, I do not know where the poAver of peace is to call them back.

It is civil war; it is revolution ; and there is the end of the Government.
And if the Republicans, Avith Mr. Seward's and Mr. Lincoln's policy

of irrepressible conflict betAveen States, do take possession of the Gov-
ernment, do Ave not knoAV that they have a poAver, imder this Constitu-

tion, Avhich I have heard some of their acute men talk of, and Avhich is

an aAvful and dangerous poAver ; and I wish I could ring this in the ears

of every man in the South Avho is Aveakening the union and strength of

the South by this local diversion to the impossible support of Mr. Bell

and Mr. Douglas, Avhether separately or ixnited.

Do Ave all forget that there is, in the tenth section of the first Article

of the Constitution, a provision Avhich declares that, with the consent of

Congress, any niimber of States may lay duties on imports and exports

and on tonnage, keep troops and ships of war in time of peace, enter

into agreements and compacts Avith other States or with a foreign power,

and engage in war. With the consent of Congress they can do all that.

Let these Northern States elect Mr. Lincoln, let them secure, as they

then may in a very short period, the Senate—the House of Representa-

tives they already have, and to the possession of the Senate they are

progi-essing fast, between the divisions of their opponents. Let them
get Congress and the President, and Avhat has Congress to do but to

authorize these States to confederate together for the very purpose of

doing Avhat Mr. SeAvard says it is the duty of every man to assist in

doing—putting doAvn the institutions of the South ; and then to say to

the South, Avith the army and navy of the United States to back them,
" NoAV, surrender your slaves, or Ave take them from you by force ?

"

Where Avill the South be then? Where will the country be then?

That is disunion by the force of the Constitution. It will be constitu-

tional war on the institutions of the South. It will be a Northern Abo-
lition Confederation under the Constitution.

UNITY THE ONLY SAFETY FOR THE SOUTH.

And yet Ave are told that the South is hesitating and dividing, like

the North, between three candidates, and preparing to make itself an
easy prey for the Abolitionists. Gentlemen, that there should be a

doubt of the self-reliance of the South, a doubt of her unity on this vital
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issue, is the strangest of all the i^hases of this strange canvass. What-
ever may be done in the North, I do not see how the Sonth can consent

to weaken her position in the IJniou by diversion from Mi*. Breckinridge

to Mr. Bell. Certain it is that the distinctive doctrine of that party

North, as far as they avow any, is opposition to the extension of slavery

into the Territories and the admission of new States with slavery. Now,
if there is anything that the South distinctively demands, it is that they
shall have the right to settle in the Territories with their slave property
undisturbed, and that any new State shall be admitted with or without
slavery, as its people may desire. The Bell and Everett party is opposed
to this in the North. I don't know what their doctrines are in the
South ; if they are not opposed to it there, they have two faces. And
therefore it is that, echoing with my feeble voice the noble appeal made
by my eloquent and profound predecessor (General Gushing) to the
men of the South, I say, in adding my humble warning, that this is to
them the struggle for their very existence. If, now, they desert them-
selves and desert us, they are utterly fallen, utterly and hopelessly con-
quered ; and unless the South stands unitedly upon Breckinridge and
Lane—for it can unite nowhere else—unless it presents the moral force

of undivided councils, when this irrepressible party comes into power, if

it does come into power, what sort of a South will it be ? Instead of
the chivalrous South, the invincible South, the patriotic South, the proud
South, it will be the divided and weak, the miserably divided South

;

and it will not have even strength left to crawl out of the Union, let its

position be ever so intolerable or humiliating.

That I say to the South here as a Northern Democrat ; that every
National Democrat of the North says to them ; and if they have deceived
themselves when they said, as they did in that Convention, that they
could never go into a siiccessful election on the nomination of Stephen
A. Douglas—if they have deceived us, and are willing, by their divisions,

to insure the election of Mr. Lincoln, and that is the result of such
divisions—the high-toned character of the South and her own self-

respect will be dishonored. I will not yet say, beyond retrieving. But
I do not fear that. I have confidence in the Democracy of the South.
They have an historical reputation to maintain as old as the Union.
They have never failed. Yirginia never lowered her flag. No man but
a Democrat ever received her electoral vote for President. (Cheers.)
I cannot believe that now, in these latter days, when Virginia stands as
the great representative and head of Southern Democracy and "the
equal rights of the States," she is to falter or fail. (Great applause.)
There I leave tliis discussion.

Believing, as all history teaches us, that there can be no successful
Democratic party in this Uniop without the union of the Northern and
Southern Democracy—believing that this united party can be main-
tained only by a just adherence to "the equality of the States"—believ-
ing that just equality requires an equal right to peaceftilly settle with
property in the Territories—we, the National Democracy of Massachu-
setts, as a portion of that Democracy which is to continue to govern
and advance this country as it has wisely done for sixty years, have
raised our flag with firmness for ourselves, but with no hostihty to those
we have hitherto acted with—standing by principle, but ready at all

times, on principle, to cooperate with all conservative men in preserv-
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ing the Union as it has been maintained. And here the National De-
mocracy will stand—in tiiumph or in defeat. And in the faith of our
fathers, our trust in God and in the " discriminating sense " of the Amer-
ican people, we will stand up for the whole Countet, the whole
Constitution, and the whole Union! [Cheers."]

NATIONAL DELEGATES.

The following are the names of the National Delegates from Massachusetts,

to the BEECKINRIDGE and LANE Convention, whose doings are endorsed

by the Resolutions of this Convention.

CALEB CUSHING, Newbuiyport,

JAMES S. WHITNEY, Bostpn,

W. C. N. SWIFT, New Bedford,

BENJ. F. HALLETT, Boston,

P. W. LELAND, FaU River,

ALEX. LINCOLN, Hingham,

BRADFORD L. WALES, Randolph,

ISAAC H. WRIGHT, Sprbgfield,

GEO. B. LORING, Salem,

E. S. WILLIAMS, Newburyport,

B. F. BUTLER, Lowell,

CHESTER W. CHAPIN, Springfield,

D. N. CARPENTER, Greenfield,

GEO JOHNSON, Bradford,

JAMES RILEY, Boston.
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The following is a copy of the correspondence between the Committee ap-

pointed to inform Gen. Butler of his nomination for the office of Governor,

and that gentleman :

—

[correspondence.]

Boston, Sept. 12, 1860.

Hon. BENJ. F. BUTLER:
Sir,—As Chairman of a Committee appointed for the purpose by the State

Convention National Democrats in favor of the election of Breckinridge and

Lane for President and Vice-President of the United States, held this day, in the

Tremont Temple, I have the honor to notify you that you have been chosen by
that body a candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, by acclamation, and to

request your acceptance of the same.

With great respect, your obedient servant,

J. H. BERRET, Chairman.

For J. H. BERRET,
B. F. HALLETT,
R. FROTHINGHAM, Jr., i Committee.

W. W. COMSTOCK,
E. S. WILLIAMS,

J

Lowell, Sept. 17, 1860.

Gentlemen—The nomraation of which your note brings information, is as ac-

ceptable as if it gave assurance of certain election.

Your Convention directed, in its action, by high principle, devoted to the

maintenance of all constitutional obligations and the equality of all the States,

promptly meeting the questions which disturb the country, without ambiguity or

temporizing procrastination, regardless, if need be, of local success or a like

ephemeral popular clamor, commands for the political party it represents, the

profound respect of all men, and will exert a healthy patriotic influence over the

public mind.

That such a body should have deemed me fit to take part with them in the

combat they make against sectional politics, avowed or covert, is a proud honor,

for which thanks are only a faint expression of gratitude.

To us, are these duties ; to maintain intact the Democratic creed of the fathers

of the Republic ; to look at the whole country, and not to a section, save as a

part of the whole ; to insist there can be no conflict in State rights ; to restrain

that which clauns to be irrepressible ; to convince true Democrats, and other con-
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servative men, throughout the Union, that in Massachusetts there is a party true

to every constitutional obligation as citizens of the United States, standing firm-

ly for right and the Union, regardless of the hope of power or blandishment of

place.

How can these duties be most successfully accomplished ? In my judgment,

not by fusion or affiliation with any other party or faction, whether we are in-

vited by the first, to delay a distinct assertion of vital principles of government-

al action, or solicited by the last, to endeavor to obtain power through the enun-

ciation of Janus-faced resolutions of principles to be cast off when convenient,

as one lays aside an over-worn garment.

Combinations of parties to gain a local triumph or to obtain a temporary

good, will, in the end, disintegrate and demoralize the party of principle which

joins them. I have tried it once ; and, although I have no apologies to make

for the experiment, still, I may proffer the fruits of experience.^

To the patriot, there are other political duties besides success. It is doubtful,

however, whether at the present time, we should have even the poor merit of

success to justify us in such course.

I fear the nomination of the very estimable gentleman for Governor, made by

the Republican party, is an exact reflex of the political thought of a majority of

the voters of Massachusetts—a conscientious determination towards Abolition-

ism, scarcely restrained by constitutional ties or conservative influences.

I am led to this conclusion by the manifest tendency of the doctrines held by

many of those Democrats who have left the party to follow the fortunes of Mr.

Douglas. They seek to excuse the want of an unequivocal declaration of prin-

ciples upon the slavery question, by claiming that with it they have nothing to

do, and thus lay the supposed odium of any measure in its behalf upon the Su-

preme Covirt or upon the people of the Territories.

The Constitutional Union Party, taking to itself an inviting name, also shields

itself from the same question by declaring that the party will have nothing to do

with it just now, and by leaving the future to take care of itself.

But while they loudly complain of the Republican nominee, because of hia

supposed sympathy with John Brown, they seek to propitiate the prevailing sen-

timent in Massachusetts by the nomination of a like estimable gentleman, who

kept the moneys of the " Kansas Emigrant Aid Society," which furnished the

rifles used in Kansas and afterwards found at Harper's Ferry ! ! What is it to

those who from principle opposed John Brown from the beginning, whether his

treasurer in Kansas, or his sympathizer in Virginia, is elected Governor of Mas-

sachusetts ?

What do the Democracy of the Union gain from either event, or by the one

rather than the other ?

But, if I am mistaken, and the coming election shall show, upon the several

electoral tickets, a majority of the voters of Massachusetts opposed to the rule,

measures, and designs of the Republican party, will it not tend quite as much to
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the preservation of the Constitution and integrity of the Union, as if the sanie

men voted together ?

The fact will be ascertained. The common estimate of the tendencies of the

majority of the people of the State, wUl be corrected ; the men, on whom the

country can rely in the hour of need, will be known, and the old Commonwealth

will take that rank on the roll of Union-loving and conservative States, to which

she is entitled.

It would seem, therefore, to be alike the dictate of principle, prudence, and

logical sequence, that the Democracy should maintain its organization in the most

perfect manner possible, and calmly await the return of those who have gone out

from us and the accessions sure to come from the reaction of an overstrained ex-

citement from a false and unreasoning philanthropy.

We may, for a time, be comparatively few in numbers. But, why fear that ?

Be it so. We shall still be more numerous than those- Democrats who sustained,

in this State, Andrew Jackson in his earlier struggles with Federalism.

Let us remember that we are a portion of the great Democratic army of the

Union, which must triumph as a whole in the commg contest, although beaten in

a subdivision. A forlorn hope may be as necessary to success in a general en-

gagement as the serried ranks of many battalions.

The gallant defence by the Cold Stream Guards, of Hougomont, although

their ranks were decimated, contributed as much to Waterloo as the numerous

closed and victorious squares that rolled back the impetuous charge of Ney.

Of the effect of a stand upon principle, in political warfare, we have a preg-

nant example. Five years since, only, Know-Nothingism swept over the State,

leaving but a handful of the Democracy, who maintained the constitutional

rights of the naturalized citizens ; that giant of popular favor, overthrown and

rejected by all parties, " Now lies he here and none so poor to do hun rever-

ence." Who shall say that the regiment in Massachusetts was not as useful in

that combat as the victorious cohorts of Virginia ?

The path of the Democracy, organized anew under the lead of BRECKIN-
RIDGE and LANE, to tread seems plain, to my apprehension ; but, without

claiming any direction, I submit these views with deference ; and, if wiser and

abler, but not more devoted or disinterested lovers of the Constitution and the

Union can see other and more hopeful means of defending the one, or perpetu-

ating the other, which may require a return of the nomination with which I

have been honored, into the hands that gave it, it shall be done with the same

alacrity and with the same desire to take any step which wisdom may dictate for

the good of the country, with which it is now cheerfully accepted.

Receive, Gentlemen, for yourselves personally, the best expression of my re-

gard and esteem.

BENJ. F. BUTLER.

Messrs. Joseph H. BeiTct, Benjamm F. Hallett, R. Frothingham, Jr.,

W. W. Comstock, E- S. Williams, Committee.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JUDGE TRUMBULL,

U. STATES SENATOR, FROM ILLINOIS.

The following from the Boston Journal, a Republican paper, is evidence of

the flexibility of principle, and the party fidelity of Hon. Mr. Douglas.

" The evidences multiply that there was a time when Mr. Douglas was greatr

ly inclined toward the Republican party, and appeared to be meditating an en-

listment in its ranks. Whether his motives had their origin in a season of im-

proved reflection and enlightenment, which proved to be temporary, or grew out

of personal and political embarrassments, from which party desertion then prom-

ised the best chances of escape, we would not undertake to determine. But of

the fact that he did seriously think of abandoning the Democracy, there can be

little doubt. To the testunony of Mr. Blair, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Burlingame, and

others, on this point, is now to be added that of Mr. Douglas's Senatorial col-

league, Mr. Trumbull. In commencing a recent speech, in Illinois, according to

the St. Louis Bulletin, he was drawn into the following colloquy by Mr. Kirk-

patrick, a Breckinridge man :

" Judge Trumbull, I desire to ask you a question for the purpose of infor-

mation, and I don't wish to interrupt you while speaking : will you pemiit me
to ask it now ?

Judge Trumbull—Yes, Sir.

Mr. Kirkpatrick—^I see from the speech of Judge Kellog, that at the tune of

the attempted passage of the Lecompton Constitution through Congress, Mr.

Douglas called on Mr. Covode, a Republican Member of Congress from Penn-

sylvania, and requested him to go to you and get you to agree that he, Mr. Doug-

las, should be returned to the Senate by the Republicans of Illinois, and in con-

sideration thereof he would fight the Republican battles in 1860. Was this

message conveyed to you by Mr. Covode, and if aye, what reply did you make

thereto ?

Ju.do-e Trumbull—Mr. Covode has told me since, that he came to me at that

time for the purpose of delivering the message, but before mentioning the mat-

ter to me, found from my violent denunciations of Judge Douglas that it was

useless to make the proposition to me, and consequently it was not delivered at

that time to me.

Mr! Kirkpatrick—One more question. Was Judge Douglas, at that time, an

applicant for admission into the Republican party ; the consideration on the one

side being that the RepubUcans of Illinois should return him to the Senate of

the United States, and upon the other, that he would fight the Republican bat-

tles in 1860 ?

Judge Trumbull—I had no intercourse with Judge Douglas at that tune, and

consequently can only state the reports which came to me through others. It

was reported to me at that time that such was the fact, and such appeared to be

the universal understanding among the Republicans at Washington. I will state

another fact : I almost quarrelled with some of my best Republican friends in

regard to this matter. I was willing to receive Judge Douglas into the Repub-

lican party upon probation ; but I was not, as these Republican friends were,

ready to receive hmi and place bun at the head of our ranki=."
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DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS.

FOR PRESIDENT,

JOHN C. BRECKINRIDGE,
OF KENTUCKY.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JOSEPH LANE,
OF OREGON.

FOR GOVERNOR,

BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
OF LOWELL.

FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,

DAVID N. CARPENTER,
OF GREENFIELD.

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE,

W. W. COMSTOCK, of Middleboro'.

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL,

G. WASHINGTON WAEREN, of Charlestown.

FOR TREASURER,

GEORGE DENNETT, of Boston.

FOR AUDITOR,

J. W. MANSUR, of Fitchburg.

FOR ELECTORS,

At Large

—

Chester W. Chapin, of Springfield, Eben Sutton, of South

Danvers.
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